
Susan Nichols 
D & D Holdings, Inc. 
153 Triangle Drive 
P.O. Box 116 
Weyers Cave, V A 

c! 
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL SAFETY 
AND POLLUTION PREVENTION 

JUN - B20W 

Subject: Revisions to Application Rate Section of the Label and Other Minor Revisions 
FumitoxinR Tablets 
EPA Reg. No. 72959-1 
Your Application Dated May 19,2010 and Submission Dated June 8, 2010 

Dear Ms. Nichols, 

The label referred to above, submitted in connection with the registration 

under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FiFRA), as amended, is 

acceptable. A stamped copy is enclosed for your records. Please submit on copy of 

the final printed label before releasing the product for shipment. If you have questions, 

email Joanne Edwards at edwards.joanne@epa.gov or by telephone at (703) 305-6736. 

1 hn Hebert, Product Manager 7 
Insecticide-Rodenticide Branch 
Registration Division (7505P) 
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CENTER PANEL 
. )~~.T:~~§~1."y-s~.~wm'pI.D.F? ',. . ... _.... _ •.. 

DUE'TO HIGH ACU.TE;INHAI;A~-ION TOXICI!f.Y.m::CPHOSPHINEG'AS, 

F'0R:'RETAIIi:SJUiE;T01.nEAtERS';AND·:'eERTIFIED~:APPLIe:ATeru3~0N·I;Y· ... F.OR',USE'BY~E· . .e 'PPLICATORS',OR'IPERS0NS 
UNirER'if,H""ii~i5iREC7t"'SUp.if·'Mi€ii8'N~·MiD.'I?dNiiiF.ORr'· -"""""~'S""'r(F:\fERED1iY,;'T:!''1'~ . <,~P.rliC~TOR!Si· '" .... ~ .... 
eERt1F.\c'iONrREFkR':Ta~~HE1Dl&'iieNstiN~;'Hi8T '.' .X~R!~~ALfj:o~" ~' "NfrauQiWT-HE1pmBieiU/ 
:PRESEii€Ei'0F'.kCERTiF.iEi~:AP.PEI€A~·aRt .",. ' .... ~ '" - .~ -,. : ...... ,' I'''''' .~." ..,. ...• " ... ", ".~, •. ",.""< .. ",,.~ ..... , •.. ,"~ , ... ,-\',. '" ,,' :',IC ••• I-'.~'" C,,," 

THE eoMpLETE LABEL FOR iffu8 PRODUcT CONSrSTS OF THE·.CONTAlNERLABEL AND APPLICATORiS MANUI\L\VHICH MUST 
~~Q~iMr.~~T.f.!~ P~QPy.qT, R~AJ:) .~NP Y.f:l.q§~~Af:lP TJI.E ~N1I~E<~QN1'AIi-!ER LABEL AND APPLIt:ATOR;~ MANuAL. 

A Fu¥rQA'rtbN MANAQEMENT pLAN MTJ.$'rBE: WRITTEN'FQR'1n~L'F~MioArlbl'ispRiORtrO ACTUAL TREAT¥ENT. 

CONSUkTWITH YOUR STATE LEAD PESTICIDE REGULAT0RY AGENCYT0 DETERMINE REGULATORY STATUS. REQUIREMENTS. 
N'jtrB§§rl3i£T.iQ'3~EO~.·.F.tzM~9ft..:t!9~t!,§E Ir-l.nwr STATE, CA9~ 9~q-234-9~~tl1~~QO-33~-?5?~IF·Y9Y;ftI.\Y~·'A~·QIJ~~Ti9N.S OR 
D:O N9T; v.NPF;R~TAND ANY .P~RT PFT-ms l1J\B~L. "...." ,,..,, .. < • 

'F.UMIT.0XIN® 
:TABLETS 
•• "',,- - -1(:--1-' • 

ACTIVE.ING~EDrF;Nr: ALUMiNUMPfiOSPHIDE: ..•............ ; ......................................... 55% 
INERT INGREDIENTS . ; ....... ; , ....... ; ... , ; ................... ' ......•... , ;., ..... ; ; .......... ' .... ' ... 450/Q 
TOrAJ;., ... ,,. ....... , •...... , ... , .......... ,,,..,' •. , ... :,; .............. ; ................ , .................... ,' ..... ; .. :., ..................... : .... :··· ..... ", ..... , ....... ·.i ... · ....... 100% 

KEE~9y'T. qf.~~2~, Oir q~!J.p~N 
DANGER!,PELIGRO ~,~OISON ' 

'.t'IiEiUSE'dF':THlsiPRODticTlistSTRie.TLv,·PRoHIB'ifiiEDtoN;SI·NGI.E ANri,Mi1LTI-F:AMiIly~IiEEjiDEN:r&:'PRePERTIES,AND 
, .... ,' '·~·t,j~'t~1l:ij'0~$.i!;'S~qHQOt.~rlE~En'.A:THj[~iRTFfi~~~~Wij~YC~~~~Cffi'it:rEi-·¥i'D<;HO·~PxT~~:·"··""···· ,. 

p'~~.'f!SI~N:~ PIjIY~Q: ~J '!~:!'~i!n!l p.,~e.4"J~·~~ Jij~MI!I'r!~ u:;e'~B~~,pt~~:hlct'? ha~~!l qu~ eim.~r1?~teJe haya aldo compietamente 
explloailo. . 
(TO Tli'EUSER: ii'yo.u oannot,readEn~~ish .. do not uset·hls~rp.duot ,until the Jab.slhas,beel1 f\i11~~~J)laln~d.to ypu.) 

FIRST AID 
~ymptQ~.~ Pf.'()'v",.r~;pq~lJ,re·,tg;.th.iE!,P,ro,ci.l1-.c~,EH'~h~1;l9!1-.ch.t<. W~zir.t¢~!i, I:Ja~s.e.a, .~Hm£;~!.t~r~ath,iJig, \!.qm!tJ!1g,~c1.q~~pea,. r~ fI:ll cases qf 
ove~e"P0~ure gefmedi~al ahtmtiolfitmnedi'ate~~; TElke .victim·lo a.do.ctoror emer~encr'treatment facility. 

If inl'!a).e.<;!: 
! Move ,peraon to fresh ·air. 
• ifije'f~gh 'i~ ;ri6tbr~f!Jh.i~g. cf\ll 911 9x"an eJI1~~lSnc¢,tl.teir g~Y~Ntj.fic~~ respii~ti9ri, preferab~y bymoutb"to'mouth, if possible. 
It Call a poiso,n contrpJ.c.eJ;l~e.r 91-' q,o,ctor (or.(Ur.th,.ef 1re.atme.l1t.atlVi£.t<. 

If swallowed: 
• C.~ ~. pois9"l) control ~~rit¢r ·pt q'Q<;:t~r litltt.tepiate.1y ~9r tie~fr!tetit' "ad vice. 
• Jlave person sip a glass of,,,,ater.i(able t.o,8w9J.lo\V..Po not induce. vomi!ing unless told to by a poison c.ontrol center or doctor. 
• P-Q n.Q.riti.ve ~Yt!ti~giby PI,OeuPt to an tincQr1sClpj,ts·persl;in. .. 

If oli skin or ~Mth.irg: 
eTake off contaminated .C1othing. 
• Ri~.se ~ldn.im1!letl!I1-t.e.ly \yit:l;1 plep:tyof"'~t~r f9~ 15-~Q ~ilj.utes. 
• Call ,a poison control center orcioctor for treatment advice, . 

lfin eyes: 
• 1!01~ ~y.~ op'~ri ,,~~ :~iif~~ ~19.\V~Y ~c;l g~~_~y ,vi~ ~y.~t¢r· .f~r ! 9~2.9· ~ir:t~t~e~. 
• Remove contact'lenses if present, aft'er'the fll'Bt 5 II!inufes,. t;hen' continue rinsing eye. 
• Call ~p?i~on cOf1.ttolcent~r ~tdoC.tor fo~ furth.lir treatm¢nt aqvic;e. ,.' 

.' .' '~pT.LIN.E'NU.l'4~~R: 
Iiave ~!l p'rA~4g,t. S.9.tit~~J:' ~~\;l.~~:9!. ~~p')j,~~~~pi:~:rn:~y'.~'Syiili :y.'§"~ Wti~ri:C;~,i~g:~:p'g!!3,qr ":£9.P.Jr,~t9.~!i.te.r., gQ£~kf, l'(when goil1g for 

treatm,ent.··c.,QJ~~A:g1; '~.f,S.9.9:~9.IJ:~!~~;·J!9~.~!~,J~~~!!~~~v;rr..~~.!ll.JMA.:tf 9~\.~~~·,~M~B.~9M!~M,~.~~~~PP~s,? X~~,f.\l~y~~o 
contact DEGESCH·AMERIeA. INC. - (540) 234"928'!-/'1,.:800"330-2525 - PESfCON SYSTEMS, INC. ·(252)237'7.92~/:l~800-548-277.8 or 

CHEMTREC - 80,O"42~h9300for:~ otljer chemicale!jiergen:<:ies, .. 
See ~side'p'B1fels f6r'liCldit:lonlil: l,teca.ti tlon iii:Y;'statementil: 

Manufactured:(or: 
'.' "...... ..... . D '& D .HOLDINGS .INC . 

. , ·"··..,.-(.) ... ,.1 ........ 1<.· .•• ,.:,.'t"l, •..•.. 

. I\.Q,J~()~ IJ6. 
153rI'l:i~gle IDrive 

'W~Y#WQa.ye,I~~ . ~4.!'l~() US~ 
TelephQiie; :(l54P) .!2~t~Q?~ 1 /l-{l9.0:3~O-2525 

Fax: (540) 234-8225 
Internet: WwW.Mgi:schamerica.com 

E-n.nUl: degesch®d¢geScliBii1eoca,cQin 
EPA Est. No. Ci73927~CHN:b(H 

EPA Reg. No.·72959-i 

Contents: 500 tablets - Net Weight: 1500g (3 Ibs, 4.8 oz.) 

JUN - 8201D 
1JiuIer the Federal Insecticide, 
Jruaafddt:. and Rodenticide Act, 
as tineoded, for the pesticide 
Rqlsteted under 
EPA Reg. No. lRq~_~ .. :\. 



(LEFr PANEL) 
PREcAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
Hazards to Humans and Pimiestlc Animals . ' . . 
DANGER: FUMITOXlN® Tablets or dust mayoe fatal if S\vallo\ved. Do not get ill 'eyes, oh skin', 'oroh clothing. Do not eat, drink or 
sni~~~ WIW~ h8fi~J@~fiJ,~fijJiium :p!ip~p'~i~~ f4~gM~~i W}:le.~ ,~ 1Se!¥~4 .. c9ry.ti#il~r,J~ Qp.~p,~4 ~l9.\yirtg m~~flii# socQ~il' m,l:gJ1J~~* .~~~ 
moisture, w~teFoqlci9~, to*:P.l1.osRhineg~s'will b.ere~~ased, -:If,!! g~J..i~ Qqm: ~~i4~te,::!!;~, re.fer:tQ$~ ~eqgci!,LohIM~!t~t¥tlygierie 
Monitori~ginthe Applicator!s;Mariu'8.1':fot'~pproptilittenionibjrihiprocedures. ',Pure phosp'hine,galli,!foaQrle~,~; :the 'oocir·is( d~eto a 
c~~t~iii:an,t. Sirfc:e::anoqor ~~ h()t'1?~:d.ete~te.d ~rid~r~~eitaiii.Circumsttihces; theab'sence:of ag~lic '(i'dot oo'ee ilot/iliean.'that 
phcisph!rie gas is a.b~ciPt, Ob~erv¢propeif. apPlicilti.on;aera:tion, i:e-entry'9rid dispO'siili>foc~'du'I'e'~,sp~cifie:dersewhere ~thelahel4ig to 
prevel1t,overexposu.t:e. ' 

Enviroitnie'ntai Hazards: This pi'oducti~'very highly'~oXic to,vlldlife, Non-target organisms eXposed to. phosphine gas.\vlllllekined. Do 
I).gt apply (iire<;t1y t9\~a.t~r oxw~tJ,a.nds:(~w!linP.lii p.ogsi,m~!l,lle.s; anq p.ol:hOI~~).DI?,li§~ C~l1t~iq~t~.,~ater!>yc,~~B.tW:g,of e'!quipt\1ei!t or 
disppsaJ of wastes. 

Physfhiii fand:ChemicillHazards' . 
~uii):fujt:tn p~osphjQ'e"r9,bl~ts':~dP)~iti!illy spentd1ist,~ ~elea:,s:~ pnq~phin~ ga~iL~~p;O,~~.d $,9, ·iAol.~.tp:f~:J~·il,m';t!!~Hgi,' ~t'in!S~,ip~.~ i~tp 
contac.t \VitI, ~vater,acids and many Qther'liquids. Piling of1;'a:tlle"ts .. 9.r4.ulit.!romTh.:l:iHragni~Jl,t'a:tlQ.n m~ ca,\isir:a:.femp~ia:tii're::hiciease 
and confme .the release gf gas so that ignition could occUr. It istecoJ1!Illended that yo.u. open, aluminum pho~phide pro.ducts in open air 
or near a fan, \vhich eXhau-sts oy.tside'immediately. Never op'en'iii a'fleiinmableatniosph·ere.becau·se on rare occasions aflashmily occur. 
W~en·ope$.g, point.llie <:on~ameqi~vay fx:Ol~ ~le~*Ce and. ~qdY . .rhe~e.prece,u~ons. \~ !Il.,S?,q:~';lc~ th.e'.Fipp}.!9~~t?t~,~.i"t?,~~r~ J~ .. , .. 
phosptuI),e gas. Pure phosphme gas 18 practically msolu ble In water, fats and OIls" and IS stable at normal fumlg~tig~ tC1~nperl:ltl.ltes. 
However, it may react.\Vith certain metals and cause.'corrosion, especiaIly at higher temperatures and. relative humidities; 
Metals such as copper; brass, and other copper alloys, and precious nietals such as gold and silver ate susceptible to cortosion.by 
phosphine,especially at highte~peratures !ll).4h:\l~iclity.. Tl:iJl.E!.,i~~!lUI ~u.<:p. ~s ~11;la)J. electric motors,s1l10ke detectors, brass sprinkler 
heads,baUeries 9J1d battery (:har~~rs, fOI:kliftl!; tel!1g~r(!t\lp~ ~oi,!itQ.rffi~,~~st~~s.,.electrical s\Vitchgear, ~.omll:unicatipn devic:es, , 
computers,calculators, watches, and. other electrOniC equlpinent ·sho.uld 'be'protected or removed before fumIgation. Phosphine \Vlll also 
t~act~Vithceitain ril~t~q s!,\i.ts Illid; there.f9re, ~uch ltems'asphotographlc film, c~pyingpa2eralld,s6meinorg~icpigniehts, etc. shOuld 
n:citbe ex' oBed; ,See Secticih4:2 6fthecK 'licatcir~s MiiliuaIfOrmore,detBilea Ph' siC81and ehiih'iical Hazifrdi:i. .. '... . p, .' .... " '," , .... " .. _ .. PP ................... " ......... ".""", .", y .. "" ..... , .. ,', ... ' ........ " .... . 

Note.t~ Physlcian:A1ulninum Pllo,sphid,e fumiga,n~s,rea~t \Vith }npistur~, frp~ ,!lle, ~r, w~tel,"., agids.!¥?-d mBll:y:,.00er.liq~ids:to~(!lealJe. 
ph'o'sj>hiiie gas. Mild' expoS\1re by iilnillatiob, causifs'iiiiUiiise (fuClefinite feelingof'sickile'ssh rih@ig'of c'Bra; 'fatigue, nausea, :aii'~ p'ressure 
mthe chest, which i.E! reJ.I~Y~~ l>y:r~roRv~ :t9. fi;e*g .w.:,!'1~.~~r.at~ P.RI~9flfn~.c,~\-!-:s~~;,~e.~e~~;Y9.ft!~PPg'iP,~!i)~.~~, ~~,?~~m.«:~~p.~~c~,: , . 
chest pain, diarrhea and dysp'nea (~lfficulty.ih, breatb}Ilg).Symptorns ofsey~x:e pOI!lonxpg n:!ay 9ccur '\Il~m a few Iiours to,sev.erru dl!-Ys, 
resulting in pulmonary edema (flUid in:tungs) and may:lead to diz~iness,cyanosis (blue. or purple s~ color), unconsciotl~ne.ssiand 
d~ath. r~ s.ut:nci~~t quiii,ltitY, phosp'hiri!'l,arre:ct~, \he liv¢~,~kid.rieys,: lungs .. liervolis~y8tem Wl~' circulatory system. Inh9.lation: can cQu!3e 
~Uri,g.e;dem.il·(f.lti~~iri.IWfig·s.) ~4 p.yp:ef~~~·(~~£~~s."qf:~lg:o;~.ji). :~:~~_dyI>;~~)" ~'ii.tilri5~r.,Y!!~tjii.lw. p:X-@} !l~fti~ff~:a~e·tmq.,;~t9}h '~~~m~ !~~id 
m ~>rEUI\)' Ingestion c~ c:"'us~ lung 'and 1>ram' symptoms.·.but dam!,\~eto qle vls~.era,(~9,4!Sfl"lty orgM.s)~s mox:e commpl1,. )?ljqspijme 
pOIsoning may result In (I) ,pulmonary edema, (2) .lIver elevated serum GOT, LDH and.aJkallne.p~ospliatase, redllc~d prothrombh,t! 
hem9t~hiig~ ~(U~~n:flic,e (Yello\v ~~ ~01~~)'~4.(3).k1dh~y heinatuiia(bl6od in urine) and a:nu·ria·.(~briotmalor,lack,of.urinatlon). 
P~th~t9&Y..~S ~~ilr~c@i§tic(jf: 9yppXijl ,(,?&g~i!;,d~fi,9!e!l~Y #? ql~M ii~.s4~r. F.i~Q.u~~t exP9.~U.r(tos~b"~f.u.tti'\cq~c¥p:~~4o.n~i(iy:er a·period of 
d~ys or.:weeks may ca\lSe poisoning. Tre~~eriUslsympt<?V1a~~, .' ' . . 
The.followlng.measures are suggested for useby'.the ~hyslolanin:aClcorda~Q8'wlth hls:o.wl!.judgment: . 
In it~ niilgei' forms, s.ymptoms of poi~on:ing may tElke !l9ine ilin~ (~p ~0·24hotir8) to'make theirapilearance! and the followin'g'is 
sugg~.!Mc1: . . " '. .. . . 

1. (live complete resHor 1"2 days; durmg which the pati~ntmllst.be.keptqtiiet~dwartll, . . . 
2. ShoUld patient suffer froin vomiting or increased blood sugar,approp'rlate sollltionsshould.be!.administered.Treatment\Vith 

oxygen breathing ¢qtiipment is.rec'Ommengeq as is the administration of cardiac ahd cirCUlatory stimula:nts~ 
In cases ofsevere poisoning (Inteitsiye. Car~ :Ui\it re90minen,4~~': 

1. Wh;ere puimonary edema is oi)served, steroid therl!-py'should be·:co.nsideredaIld .. c\ose·llJedlcal supervision:Is recommended. 
Blood transfusions mayc be necessary. . ... '. 

2. In cases ofma,nifes.t ihi.hrion~ ¢C1ema, v¢n¢~'egtio~~ould b!'l,perfOrnied un~er vein pressure control. Heart glycosides 
(I.V.) (it:i case qfh¢fui>~.9nc~p.ti-~tjQn; veii~~~¢.ti.o.n:.m~ resl:i!t in':!!h;o~!<), YPQ!) .prggr¢~,~lYt:: ¢.4.em!l,~f ,tI}~:1.uljg~,i~mediate 
intuQations with a constant.rel~C)va1,of edema.;flu.'id'an~. o>Cygen,o.ver~pre~sur~ re!lpl!'.l'!-tio~, '~sw~lI.as ll1~all.~!"es requiied for 
shock treatment ate recommended. In case of-kidney failure, extracbrporeBl·hemodiaiysis.is nec.essary .. There is no specific 
antidote kriO\Vn Jor this .. 6isonii1 . , .. '. 

3. M'e~iJ.~i} '8hgul~ ~~ m~~ii:l~~'C C;f~~iCjdal8,t~~¢~tS,bY: .t~g'l!()lidphC)sp.IW;l~ I:)y m~\ith. After s~vall'l~vilig, 'emptYiitg o~ tlle 
.stoIll~"llj~t':~IllI~g,,:~].!shir!~,,()fUl(: st()IllIl.clll~Vi~,.~Hut~a:Bo~l:lssil!-mJ;!~r!p.,!m~o/lli\~!:!:.s()1u.!!9J:tJ)r:tJ.;.!>P~~~P.I;1,9rmllgn.I:Sll1m 
lleroXide,until,flushing;-Ji9uid c~ases!to smeRof;carbide, IS.recommended .. Thereafter; I:lp~ly,medi~ln~i~harcol!l .. 

DIRECTIONS 'FOR' USE. 

~~~~t~~~~Jrc~XJ~~~~~5~()~~~~~:J6b~fi~~::Jb~~~~bE~;t~~~~~\~~*~~§.~~H\f~~~~~~~~~~~$~~~r· 
S~RIqrLy.p.R9.HI~IT~~"~N~~I.DENTIAL PROPE~TIES\!~"'e')SEfC,tlOn'126"orth'e'j:A:~p'1IciiitOi"8i~'Mttt~alt,~o~~:if~1~t;,o~"a~:~i'Ov(d!8Ites).' 
G~n(lr~l In(o~m.,!i.~I~n:,l:U,M~T9?Qlf([!) is a fumigaIlt whic!). 'Vhen,~p~\l~~ acc()rding tol.ab.~liAiltructiql1s 1~ activa~ed by aunosPA¢ric 
humidity. FUMlTOXlN® has been'Jolind effective against;m~y' stored ,products insects and their pre-adult stages ",,·that is eggs! larvae, 
and p1.\pae, Re(er ~o tl,ie Appli~tor:s M~ual ford~t;cti.<?'Q~~fo(~~~ (~,g. P~~,t.~ £9ntr'?l1ed, specific commodities), precautions and 
restriGtiQ~s. 
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(RIGHT PANEL) 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 

Storage Instructions: 
• Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storing pesticides in the same areas used to store these commodities. 
• Store FUMITOXIN® in a dry, well ventilated area away from heat, under lock and key. Post as a pesticide storage 

area. 
• Do not stoce in buildings where humans or domestic animals reside. Keep out of reach of children. 
• FUMITOXIN® Tablets are supplied in gas-tight, resealable aluminum flasks. Do not expose the pl'oduct to 

atmospheric moisture any longer than is necessary and seal tightly before returning flasks to storage. 
• The shelf life of FUMIT()XIN® is virtually unlimited as long as the containers are tightly sealed. 

PesUclde DIsposal: 
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. 
Unre"acted or partially spent FUMITOXIN® is acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide is a violation of Federal Law. If 
these wa~tes cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, 
or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. For specific instructions, see Disposal 
Instructions and Spill and Leak Procedures in the Applicator's Manual. 
Some local and state waste disposal regulations may vary from the following. Disposal procedures should be reviewed with appropriate 
authorities to ensure compliance with local regulations. Contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency or Hazardous 
Waste Specialist at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. 
Container Disposal: 
The aluminum flasks are non-refillable containers. bo not reuse or refill aluminum flasks. Offer for recycling, if available. 
Triple rinse flasks and stoppers with water. They may then be recycled or reconditioned, or punctured and disposed orin a sanitary 
landfill, Of by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. Rinsate may be disposed of in a sanitary landfill, by pouring it 
out onto the ground or by other approved procedures. It is also permissible to remove lids and expose empty flasks to atmospheric 
conditions until residue in the flask is reacted. In this case, puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill or other approved site, or by 
other procedUres approved by state "and local authorities. If properly exposed, the residual dust remaining after a fumigation ,vith 
FUMITOXIN® will be a grayish-white powder. This will be anon-hazardous waste and contain only a small amount ofunreacted 
aluminum phosphide. However, residual dust from incompletely exposed FUMITOXlN® (so called "green dust") reqUires special care. 
Spill and Leak Procedures: 
General Precautions and Directions: 
A spill, other than incidental to application or normal handling, may produce high levels of phosphine gas and, therefore, attending 
personnel must wear self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) or its equivalent when the concentration of phosphine gas is unknown. 
Other NIOSHjMSHA approved respiratory protection may be worn if the concentration is known. Do not use water at any time to clean 
up a spill ofFUMlTOXIN®. Water in contact ,vith unreacted FUMlTOXIN® will greatly accelerate the production of phosphine gas which 
could result in a toxic and/or fire hazard. Wear dry gloves of cotton or other matelial when h"andling aluminum phosphide. 
Return all intact aluminum flasks to fiberboard cases or other suitable packaging which has been properly marked according to DOT 
regulations. 
Notify consignee and shipper of damaged cases. 
If aluminum flasks have been punctured or damaged so as to leak, the container may be temporarily repaired with aluminum tape or the 
FUMITOXlN® may be transferred from the damaged flask to a sound metal container which should be sealed and properly labeled as 
aluminum phosphide. Transport the damaged containers to an area suitable for pesticide storage for inspection. Further instructions 
and recommendations may be obtained, if required, from DEGESCH America, Inc. or Pestcon Systems. Inc. Refer to the Applicator's 
Manual- Section 29 - for more detailed Spill and Leak procedures. 

WARRANTY: Seller warrants that this product confonns to its commercial description and when used according to label directions 
under normal conditions of use, it is reasonably fit for the 'purposes stated on the label. To the extent consistent ,vith applicable law, the 
seller makes no other warranty, either express or implied, and Buyer assumes all risks should the product be used contrary to label. 

Classified by UL. Inc. as to fire hazard only when used specifically as directed in the instructions on this container, and supplemental 
labeling. FUMITOXlN® is noncombustible, but exposure to moist air or water releases flammable and toxic phosphine gas. 
Spontaneous ignition may result if contacted by water, acids or chemicals. Control No. 994P 
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REfS,IDRle-TE1), USE PES'T']CItDE 
-P.tit TO "H;~G.ij, 1i~w~~:e' 'l~N~~:Ih~I:;WQi~gi.iJ~' '~~F: ;tiH¢s'~a~~'l-1't; ,G)i$: 

THE COMPLETE LABEL FOR THIS PRODUCT CONSISTS OF THE CONTAINER, LABEL AND THE 
APPLICATOR'S MANUAL WHICH 'MUST ACCOMPANY THE PRODUCT. REAO'ANO'UNDERST.ANO'THE 
ENTIRE CONTAINER LABEL AND APPL'ICATORiS MANUAL. 

A FUMIGATION MANAGEMENT PLAN MUST BE WRITTEN FOR ALL FUMIGATION'S PRIOR TO 
ACTUAL TREATMENT. ' 

CONSULT, WITH :YOURSTA'l'ELEADl?ESTICIDE .:,REGULATORY ,AGENCY TO DETE~INE, 
REGULATORY, STA:TUS,REQUIREMENTS', AND' ~RESTRICTIONSFOR FUMIGATION :U'SE 'IN THAT 
STATE. CALL 540-234-'9281/1.,..800-"330-2525 IF YOU HAvE ANY QUESTIONS, OR DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND ANYIiART ,OF THIS 'IMiELING. ' 

APP~ItATb~i$.~AL & COMPLETE LABEL 
FOR 

FUMl!TO~lN® 
TABLETS AND PELLETS 

FOR USE AGAINST INSECTS WaIC::H INFEST STORED 
COMMODITIES :AND ~C0NT'R6L 'OF:i:iORR0WiNG "PESTS 

Active Ingredient: Aluminum Phosphide 
Inert Ingredients: . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . 
Total 

• (55%) 
• (45%) 
100% 

(Skull , Crossbones) (Skull & Crossbones) 

THE US!!: ,OF THIS: PRODUG:T· IS' STRIG:TLY ;PROHIB'ITED'ON, SINGLE AND MULT':[;.'FAMILy 
• .";,,,' .',' .,,' •. :-.:" • .:."'..; ... : .... , •• -.~.~,',~: O-_·~·t .... " ... , .... ' .•• ~ ,..1,"1 ...... ·:;:r:: .. · • _ ..... r::-...:,., ........ ; .•• :::'~-:,~.-:: •• J. 

RESIDENTIAL PROPERT,IES: AND ~SrNGHOMES', 'SCH00LS: (EXG:EPT, ATHLET,IC :FIELDS) I 

DAYCm FACi-LI:T·iES :Al¢: HOSPI,TALS:,. 

PRECAUCION AL USUARIO: ,S{ ustEld ri,o puede lE,!¢r ingles, n9 use este producto 
hasta que e1 maroete le haya sido comp1etamente explicado. r----~"--------. 
(TO THE USER: If you cannot read Enqlhh, do not uSe this prod A eta :gep TE D 
label has been fully explained to you.) 

JUN - 820m 
Manufactured for: 

EPA Est. 

Rev. June 2010 

o & D ~OLJ:)J:NGS, INC. 
P. O. B9~ 1+,~ 

153 Triangle Drive 
Weye;Z;s Cave, 'vA: 24'486 USA 

Telephone,: (540)234;-'9281/1-800-330-2525 
Fax: '(540) 23~":'8225 . 

Internet i, W:ww. degeschamerica. com 
E-melil: degesch@'deQesohamerica. com 

Under the Federal Insecticide, 
Fnna~"". and Rodenticide Act, 
as ainiDOded, for the pesticide 
ReaIstercd under 
EPA Res~ No, 1 ~ ~ S 9 ... \ ' 

~""'" , .. ~ ....... ,I 

Nos. 073926-CHN-001, 073927"';CHN..,001, or 5857-NC-001 
EPA'Reg. Nos. 72959":'1 and 72959-2 
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WARRANTY 
Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical description and when 
used according to label directions under normal conditions of use, it is 
reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label. To the extent consistent 
with applicable law, the seller makes no other warranty, either expressed or 
implied, and Buyer assumes all risks should the product be used contrary to 
the label. 
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1. FIRST AID 

Symptoms of exposure to this product are headaches, dizziness, nausea, 
difficult breathing, vomiting, and diarrhea. In all cases of overexposure get 
medical attention immediately. Take victim to a doctor or emergency treatment 
facility. 

If inhaled: 
~ Move person to fresh air. 
~ If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial 

respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth if possible. 
~ Contact a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 

If swallowed: 
~ Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. 
~ Have person sip a glass of \'later if able to swallow. Do not induce 

vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. 
~ Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. 

If on skin or clothing: 

~ Take off contaminated clothing. 
~ Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. 
~ Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. 

If in eyes: 
~ Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently \'lith water for 15-20 minutes. 
~ Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue 

rinsing eye. 
~ Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice 

HOT LINE NUMBER 
Have the product container, label, or applicator's manual with you when 
calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. CONTACT 1-
800-308-4856 FOR ASSISTANCE WITH HUMAN OR ANIMAL MEDICAL EMERGENCIES. You may 
also oontaot DEGESCH AMERICA, INC. - (540)234-9281/1-800-330-2525 - PESTCON 
SYSTEMS, INC. - (252)237-7923/1-800-548-2778 - or CHEMTREC - 1-800-424-9300 
for all other ohemical emergencies. 

2. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN 

Aluminum phosphide fumigants react with moisture from -the air, water, acids 
and many other liquids to release phosphine gas. Mild inhalation exposure 
causes malaise (indefinite feeling of sickness, ringing of ears, fatigue, 
nausea, and pressure in the chest, which is relieved by removal to fresh 
air. Moderate poisoning causes weakness, vomiting, and pain just above the 
stomach, chest pain, diarrhea and dyspnea (difficulty in breathing). 
Symptoms of severe poisoning may occur with a few hours to several days, 
resulting in pulmonary edema (fluid in lungs) and may lead to dizziness, 
cyanosis (blue or purple skin color), unconsciousness, and death. 

In sufficient quantity, phosphine affects the liver, kidneys, lungs, 
nervous system, and circulatory system. Inhalation can cause lung edema 
(fluid in lungs) and hyperemia (excess of blood in a body part), small 
perivascular brain hemorrhages and brain edema (fluid in brain). Ingestion 
can cause lung and brain symptoms but damage to the viscera (body cavity 
organs) is more common. Phosphine poisoning may result in (1) pulmonary 
edema, (2) liver elevated serum GOT, LDH and alkaline phosphatase, reduced 
prothrombin, hemorrhage and jaundice (yellow skin color) and (3) kidney 
hematuria (blood in urine) and anuria (abnormal lack of urination) . 
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Pathology is characteristic of hypoxia (oxygen deficiency in body tissue). 
Fre'quent exposure to concentrations above permissible levels over" a period 
of days or weeks may cause poisoning. Treatment is symptomatic. 

The following measures are suggested for use by the physicians in 
accordance with their own judgment: 

In its milder forms, symptoms ,of poisoning may take some time (up to 24 
hours) to make their appearance, and the following is suggested: 

1. Give complete rest for 1-2 days, during which the patient must be kept 
quiet and \'larm. 

2. Should the patient suffer from vomiting or increased blood sugar, 
appropriate solutions should be administered. Treatment with oxygen 
breathing equipment is recommended, as is the administration of cardiac 
and circulatory stimulants. 

In case of severe poisoning (intensive care unit recommended): 
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1. Where pulmonary edema is observed, steroid therapy should be considered 
and close medical supervision is recommended. Blood transfusions may be 
necessary. 

2. In case of manifest pulmonary edema, venesection should be performed 
under vein pressure control. Heart glycosides (I.V.) (in case of 
hemocencentration, venesection may result in shock). Upon progressive 
edema of lungs, immediate intubation with a constant removal of edema 
fluid and oxygen over-pressure respiration, as well as measures required 
for shock treatment are recommended. In case of kidney failure, extra
corporeal hemodialysis is necessary. There is no specific antidote 
known for this poisoning. 

3. Mention should be made here of suicidal attempts by taking solid 
aluminum phosphide by the mouth. After swallowing, emptying of the 
stomach by vomiting, flushing of the stomach with diluted potassium 
permanganate solution or a solution of magnesium peroxide until flushing 
liquid ceases to smell of carbide, is recommended. Thereafter, apply 
medicinal charcoal. 

~. PRODUCT INFORMATION 

FUMITOXIN® tablets and pellets are used to protect stored commodities from 
damage by insects. In limited areas, applications of FUMITOXIN may be made 
to control burrowing vertebrate pests. The use of this product is strictly 
prohibited on single and multi-family residential properties and nursing 
homes, schools (except athletic fields), daycare facilities and hospitals. 
For a list of approved sites see Section 26.1. 

FUMITOXIN metal phosphide fumigants are acted upon by atmospheric moisture 
to produce phosphine gas. 

FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets contain aluminum phosphide (AlP) as their 
active ingredient and will liberate phosphine via the following chemical 
reaction: 

AlP + 3H20 ---> Al (OH) 3 + PH3 

Phosphine gas is hig~ly toxic to insects, burrowing pests, humans, and 
other forms of animal life. In addition to its toxic properties, the 
gas will corrode certain metals and may ignite spontaneously in air at 
concentrations above its lower flammable limit of 1.8% v/v (18,000 ppm). 
These hazards will be described in greater detail later on in this 
Applicator's Manual. 
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FUMITOXIN also contains ammonium carbamate, which liberates ammonia and 
carbon dioxide as follows: 

These gases are essentially nonflammable and act as inerting agents to 
reduce fire hazards. 

FUMITOXIN is prepared in two spherical shapes. The rounded tablets weigh 
approximately 3 grams and will release I gram of phosphine gas. They are 
about 16mm in diameter. The pellets are about 10 rom in diameter, weigh 
approximately 0.6 gram and release 0.2 gram of phosphine gas. 

FUMITOXIN Tablets are provided in 2lkg cases, contain 14 resealable, gas
tight flasks of 500 tablets each or 70 flasks of 100 tablets each. 
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FUMITOXIN Pellets are provided in 21kg cases containing 14 resealable, gas
tight flasks of 1660 pellets each or 14 flasks of 2490 pellets each. 

Upon exposure to air, FUMITOXIN pellets and tablets begin to react with 
atmospheric moisture to produce small quantities of phosphine gas. These 
reactions start slowly, gradually accelerates and then tapers off again as 
the aluminum phosphide is spent. FUMITOXIN pellets react somewhat faster 
than do the tablets. The rates of decomposition of the tablets and pellets 
will vary depending upon moisture and temperature conditions. For example, 
when moisture and temperature of the fumigated commodity are high, 
decomposition of FUMITOXIN may be complete in less than 3 days. However, 
at lower ambient temperatures and humidity levels, decomposition of 
FUMITOXIN may require 5 days or more. After decomposition, FUMITOXIN 
leaves a gray-white po\~der composed almost entirely of aluminum hydroxide 
and other inert ingredients. This will cause no problems if the fumigant 
has been added directly to a commodity such as grain. However, the spent 
powder must be retrieved for disposal after space fumigations. If properly 
exposed, the spent FUMITOXIN will normally contain only a small amount of 
unreacted aluminum phosphide and may be disposed of without hazard. While 
spent FUMITOXIN is not considered a hazardous waste, partially spent 
residual dusts from incompletely exposed FUMITOXIN will require special 
care. Precautions and instructions for further deactivation and disposal 
will be given under Section 28 of this Manual. 

FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets are supplied in gas-tight containers and 
their shelf life is unlimited as long as the packaging remains intact. Once 
opened for fumigation, the aluminum flasks of tablets or pellets may be 
tightly resealed and stored for future use. Storage and handling 
instructions \iill be given in detail under Section 19 of this Manual. 

4. PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

4.1 Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals 
DANGER: Aluminum phosphide from FUMITOXIN tablets, pellets or dust may be 
fatal if swallowed. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Do not 
eat, drink or smoke while handling aluminum phosphide fumigants. If a 
sealed container is opened, or if the material comes into contact with 
moisture, water or acids, these products will release phosphine, which is 
an extremely toxic gas. If a garlic odor is detected, refer to the 
Industrial Hygiene Monitoring instructions found in Section 15.6 of this 
manual for appropriate monitoring procedures. Pure phosphine gas is 
odorless; the garlic odor is due to a contaminant. Since the odor of 
phosphine may not be detected under some circumstances, the absence of a 
garlic odor does not mean that dangerous levels of phosphine gas are not 
present. Observe proper re-entry procedures specified under Section 15.4 
in this labeling to prevent over-exposure. 
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4.2 Physical and Chemioal Hazards 
Aluminum phosphide in tablets, pellets and partially spent dust \1ill 
release phosphine if exposed to moisture from the air or if it 
comes into contact with water, acids and many other liquids. Since 
phosphine may ignite spontaneously at levels above its lower 
flammable limit of 1.8-% v/v (18,OOO ppm), it is important not to exceed 
this concentration. Ignition of high concentrations of phosphine can 
produce a very energetic reaction. Explosion can occ~r under these 
conditions and may cause severe personal injury. Never allow the buildup 
of phosphine to exoeed explosive ooncentrations. Do not confine spent or 
partially spent aluminum phosphide fumigants as the slow release of 
phosphine from this material may result in formation of an explosive 
atmosphere. Aluminum phosphide tablets and pellets, outside their 
containers, should not be stacked or piled up or contacted with liquid 
water. This may cause a temperature increase, accelerate the rate of gas 
production and confine the gas so that ignition could occur. It is 
preferable to open containers of aluminum phosphide products in open 
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air as under certain conditions, they may flash upon opening. Containers 
may also be opened near a fan or other appropriate ventilation that will 
rapidly exhaust contaminated air. When opening, invert the container 
several times then point the container away from the face and body and 
slowly loosen the cap. Although the chances for a flash are very remote, 
never open these containers in a flammable atmosphere. These precautions 
will also reduce the fumigator's exposure to phosphine gas. If containers 
are opened inside the structure to be fumigated, air monitoring must be 
conducted to ensure worker's exposure to phosphine gas does not exceed the 
allowable limit of 8-hour Time Weighted Average (TWA) of 0.3 ppm or the 15-
minute Short-Term Exposure Limit (STEL) of 1.0 ppm phosphine. 

Pure phosphine gas is practically insoluble in water, fats and oils, and is 
stable at normal fumigation temperatures. However, it may react with 
certain metals and cause corrosion, especially at higher temperatures and 
relative humidities. Metals such as copper, brass and other copper alloys, 
and precious metals such as gold and silver are susceptible to corrosion by 
phosphine. Thus, small electric motors, smoke detectors, brass sprinkler 
heads, batteries and battery chargers, fork lifts, temperature monitoring 
systems, switching gears, communication devices, computers, calculators and 
other electrical equipment should be protected or removed before 
fumigation. Phosphine gas will also react \1ith certain metallic salts and, 
therefore, sensitive items such as photographic film, some inorganic 
pigments, etc., should not be exposed. Immediately after addition of 
phosphine to the structure, turn off any lights and unessential electrical 
equipment. 

FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets are Restricted Use Pesticides due to the high 
acute inhalation toxicity of phosphine gas. 

R~ad and follow the complete label which contains instructions for the safe 
use of this product. Additional copies are available from: 

DEGESCH AMERICA, INC. 
153 TRIANGLE DRIVE 
P. O. BOX 116 
WEYERS CAVE, VA 24486 USA 
Tel.: (540) 234-9281/1-800-330-2525 
Fax: (540)234-8225 
Internet: \·1\1W. degeschamerica. com 

PESTCON SYSTEMS, INC. 
1808 FIRESTONE PARKWAY 
~'lILSON, NC 27893-7991 
Tel.: (252) 237-7923/1-800-548-2778 
Fax: (252} 243-1832 
Internet: www.pestcon.com 
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling. 

5. PESTS CONTROLLED 

FUMITOXIN has been found effective against vertebrate and the following: 
(insects and their preadult stages - that is, eggs, larvae and pupae) 

INSECTS 
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almond moth 
Angoumois grain moth 
bean weevil 

European grain moth 
flat grain beetle 
fruit flies 

Mediterranean flour moth 
pink bolhlOrm 

bees 
cadelle 
cereal leaf beetle 
cigarette beetle 
confused flour beetle 
dermestid beetles 
dried fruit beetle 
dried fruit moth 
pea weevil 

VERTEBRATE PESTS 
Woodchucks 

granary weevil 
greater wax moth 
hairy fungus beetle 
Hessian fly 
Indian meal moth 
Khapra beetle 
lesser grain borer 
maize \'leevil 

Yellowbelly marmots (rockchucks) 

raisin moth 
red flour beetle 
rice weevil 
rusty grain beetle 
saw-toothed graih beetle 
spider beetles 
tobacco moth 
yellmv meahmrm 
Africanized bees & 

honeybees infested 
with tracheal mites 

Prairie dogs {except Utah prairie dogs, Cynomys Parvidens} 
Norway rats 
Roof rats 
Mice 
Ground squirrels 
Moles 
Voles 
Pocket gophers 
Chipmunks 

Although it is possible to achieve total control of the listed insect 
pests, this .is frequently not realized in actual practice. Factors 
contributing to less than 100% control are leaks, poor gas distribution, 
unfavorable exposure conditions, etc. In addition, some insects are less 
susceptible to phosphine than others. If maximum control is to be 
attained, extreme care must be taken in sealing, higher dosages must be 
used, exposure periods lengthened, proper application procedures followed, 
and temperature and humidity conditions must be favorable. 

6. COMMODITIES, WHICH MAY BE FUMIGATED WITH FUMITOXIN 

FUMITOXIN may be used for the fumigation of listed raw agricultural 
commodities, animal feed and feed ingredients, processed foods, tobacco and 
certain other nonfood items when their commodity temperature is above 
40°F(SO C). 

6.1 Raw Agricultural Commodities, Animal Feed and Feed Ingredients 
FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets may be added directly to animal feed, 
feed ingredients and raw agricultural commodities stored in bulk. For 
these commodities not stored in bulk, FUMITOXIN may be placed in 
moisture permeable envelopes, on trays, etc., and fumigated as with 
processed foods. 

13. ---4L\ 
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Raw Agricultural Commodities and Animal Feed and Feed Ingredients 

Which May Be Fumigated with FUMITOXIN 

almonds flOl"er seed 
grass seed 
millet 

sesame seed 
animal feed & feed ingredients 
barley 

seed & pod vegetables 
sorghum 

Brazil nuts oats soybeans 
cashews peanuts sunflower seeds 

triticale cocoa beans pecans 
pistachio nuts 
popcorn 

coffee beans vegetable seed 
\'Talnuts corn 

cottonseed rice Nheat 
dates rye 
filberts safflower seed 

6.2 PROCESSED FOODS 
Processed foods may be fumigated with FUMITOXIN. Under no condition 
shall any processed food or bagged commodity come in contact with 
FUMITOXIN tablets, pellets or residual dust except that FUMITOXIN may 
be added directly to processed brewer's rice, malt, and corn grits for 
use in the manufacture of beer. 

Processed Foods Which May Be Fumigated With FUMITOXIN 

processed candy and sugar 
cereal flours and bakery mixes 
cereal foods (including cookies, crackers, macaroni, noodles, pasta, 

pretzels, snack foods and spaghetti) 
processed cereals (including milled fractions and packaged cereals) 
processed oats (including oatmeal) 
cheese and cheese byproducts 
chocolate and chocolate products (such as assorted chocolate, chocolate 

liquor, cocoa, cocoa powder, dark chocolate coating and milk chocolate 
products) 

processed coffee 
corn grits 
cured, dried and processed meat products and dried fish 
dates and figs 
dried eggs and egg yolk solids 
dried milk, dried powdered milk, nondairy creamers and nonfat dried milk 
dried or dehydrated fruits (such as apples, dates, figs, peaches, pears, 

prunes, raisins, citrus and sultanas) 
processed herbs, spices, seasonings and condiments 
malt 
processed nuts (such as almonds, apricot kernels, brazil nuts, cashews, 

filberts, macadamia nuts, peanuts, pecans, pistachio nuts, walnuts and 
other processed nuts) 

soybean flour and milled fractions 
processed tea 
dried and dehydrated vegetables (such as beans, carrots, lentils, peas, 

potato flour, potato products and spinach) 
yeast (including primary yeast) 
rice (brewer's rice grits, enriched and polished) 
wild rice 
other processed foods 

6.3 Non-Food Commodities, Including Tobacco 
The listed non-food items that may be fumigated with FUMITOXIN. 
tablets, pellets or residual dust should not contact tobacco and 
certain other of the non-food commodities. 
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Non-Food Commodities Which May Be Fumigated With FUMITOXIN 
processed or unprocessed cotton, wool and other natural fibers or 

cloth 
clothing 
stra\'1 and hay 
feathers 
human hair, rubberized hair, vulcanized hair, mohair 
leather products, animal hides and furs 
tobacco 
tires (for mosquito control) 
wood, cut trees, "Iood chips, \-Iood and bamboo products 
paper and paper products 
dried plants and flowers 
seeds (such as grass seed, ornamental herbaceous plant seed and 

vegetable seed) 
other non-food commodities 
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The use of this product is strictly prohibited on single and multi-family 
residential properties and nursing homes, schools (except athletic fields) , 
daycare facilities and hospitals. For a list of approved sites, see Section 
26.1. 

7. EXPOSURE CONDITIONS FOR ALL FUMIGATIONS 

The following table may be used as a guide in determining the minimum 
length of the exposure period at the indicated temperatures: 

Minimum Exposure Periods for FUMITOXIN 
Tem;eerature Pellets Tablets 

40°F (SOC) Do not fumigate Do not fumigate 
41°-53°F (5-12°C) 8 days (192 hours) 10 days(240hours) 
54°-59°F (12-15°C) 4 days (96 hours) S days (120 hours) 
60°-68°F (l6-20°C) 3 days (72 hours) 4 days (96 hours) 
above 68°F (20°C) 2 days (48 hours) 3 days (72 hours) 

The fumigation must be long enough so as to provide for adequate control 
of the ,insect pests that infest the commodity being treated. 
Additionally, the fumigation period should be long enough to allow for 
more or less complete reaction of FUMITOXIN with moisture so that little 
or no unreacted aluminum phosphide remains. This will minimize worker 
exposures during further storage and/or processing of the treated bulk 
commodity as well as reduce hazards during the disposal of partially spent 
aluminum phosphide products remaining after space fumigations. The proper 
length of the fumigation period will vary with exposure conditions since, 
in general, insects are more difficult to control at lower temperatures, 
and the rate of hydrogen phosphide gas production by FUMITOXIN is lower at 
lONer temperatures and humidities. 

It should be noted that there is little to be gained by extending the 
exposure period if the structure to be fumigated has not been carefully 
sealed or if the distribution of gas is poor and insects are not subjected 
to lethal concentrations of phosphine. Careful sealing is required to 
ensure that adequate gas levels are retained and proper application 
procedures must be followed to provide satisfactory distribution of 
phosphine gas. Application of additional FUMITOXIN is recommended if 
phosphine concentrations drop below an effective level. If re-entry into 
the treated structure is required, follow the requirements for manpower 
and respiratory protection usage found under Section 10 in this manual. 
Some structures can only be treated "Ihen completely tarped while others 
cannot be properly sealed by any means and should not be fumigated. 
Exposure times must be lengthened to allo\~ for penetration of gas 
throughout the commodity when fumigant is not uniformly added to the 
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commodity mass, for example, by surface application or shallmq probing. 
This is particularly important in the fumigation of bulk commodity 
contained in large storages. 

Remember, exposure periods recommended in the table are minimum periods 
and may not be adequate to control all stored products pests under all 
conditions nor will they always provide for total reaction of FUMITOXIN. 
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It is permissible and often desirable to use a low-flow recirculation 
system for phosphine gas in .certain bulk storages. This method may be 
used in ship's holds, various types of flat storage and vertical storage 
bins. Recirculation usually involves the application of fumigant to the 
surface of the commodity. The phosphine gas is then continuously or 
intermittently drawn out of the over space and blown into the bottom of 
the storage using specially designed low volume fans and ductwork. This 
method facilitates the quick and uniform penetration of phosphine 
throughout the commodity. In some instances a reduced dosage may be used. 
Please contact Degesch America, Inc. if assistance is required in 
de~igning the recirculation ~ystem. 

8. DOSAGE RATES FOR COMMODITIES & BURROWING PESTS 

Phosphine is a mobile gas and will penetrate to all parts of the 
storage structure. Therefore, dosage must be based upon the total volume 
of the space being treated and not on the amount of commodity it contains. 
The same amount is required to treat a 30,000-bushel silo whether it is 
empty or full of grain unless, of course, a tarpaulin seals off the 
surface of the commodity. The following dosage ranges are guidelines for 
bulk (per 1,000 bushels) and space (per 1,000 cu.ft.) fumigations: 

8.1 Maximum Allowable Dosages for Fumigation with FUMITOXIN 

*NOTE: 

Product 
Pellets 
Tablets 

per 1000 au.ft.* 
725 
145 

per 1000 bu. * 
900 
180 

Maximum Dosage for dates, nuts & dried fruits is 200 pellets/40 
tablets per 1000 cu. ft. OR 250 pellets/50 tablets per 1000 bu. 

Maximum allowable dosage rate for Rodent Burrows is 10-20 pellets 
per burrow OR 2-4 tablets per burro\~. 

Maximum allowable dosage rate for commodity in small containers -
1-2 pellets per 10 cu. ft. 

The above dosages are not to be exceeded. It is important to be aware 
that a shortened exposure period cannot be fully compensated for with an 
increased dosage of phosphine. 

Somewhat higher dosages, not to exceed the maximum dosage, are usually 
recommended under cooler, drier conditions or where exposure periods are 
relatively short. However, the major factor in selection of dosage is the 
ability of the structure to hold phosphine gas during the fumigation. A 
good illustration of this point is comparison of the Im'l dosages 
recommended to treat modern, well-sealed warehouses IVith the higher ranges 
used for poorly constructed buildings that cannot be sealed adequately. 
In certain other fumigations, proper distribution of lethal concentrations 
of phosphine gas reaching all parts of the structure becomes a very 
important factor in dose selection. An example where this may occur is in 
the treatment of grain stored in tall silos. Poor gas distribution 
frequently results "Ihen the fumigant is added on top of the grain. In 
such cases, use of a 10l'1-flO\'I recirculation system is recommended under 
these circumstances. Please contact Degesch America, Inc. if assistance 
is required in designing the recirculation system. 
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8.2 Advisory Dosages for Various Types of Fumigations 

One (1) FUMITOXIN tablet or five (5) FUMITOX!N pellets will produce a 
concentration of 25 parts per million {ppm) of phosphine gas (PR3 ) in 
a volume of 1000 cubic feet. (1 gram PH3/1000 cu. ft. is equivalent to 
25 ppm) . 

When a dosage range is listed, use the higher rate under conditions 
of severe infestation, lower temperature and other applicable variables. 

Do not exceed the maximum allowable rates specified above in Section 
8.1. 

Type of Fumigation 

1. Vertical Storages (such as 
silos, concrete bins, steel 
bins, etc.) 

2. Farm Bins (Butler Type) 

3. Bulk stored commodities in 
flat storage, bunkers and 
commodities stored on ground 
loosely piled under gas tight 
covering. 

4. Packaged commodities (bagged 
grain, process foods, etc.) 
in sealable enclosures. 

5. Nuts, dates or dried fruit 
in storage boxes. 

6. Nuts, dates or dried fruit 
in bulk. 

7. Railcars, containers I trucks 
vans and other transport 
vehicles, 

Dosage Range 

Pellets 

200-900/1000 bu. 
150-700/1000 cu. ft. 

450-900/1000 bu. 
350-725/1000 cu. ft. 

450-900/1000 bu. 
350-725/1000 cu. ft. 

150-450/1000 cu. ft. 

100-200/1000 cu. ft. 

125-250/1000 bu. 
100-200/1000 cu. ft. 

225-500/1000 cu. ft. 

8. Space fumigation such as 100-300/1000 cu. ft. 
cereal mills, feed mills, 
food processing plants & I>larehouses 

9. Stored Tobacco 100-250/1000 eu.ft 

10. Nqn-food products 150-450/1000 cu.ft 

11. Stored beehives, supers and 
other beekeeping equipment 
for wax moth control and 
Afrieani zed honeybees vIi th 
tracheal mites and foulbrood. 

12. Barges 

150-225/1000 eu.ft 

300-900/1000 bu. 
250-725/1000 cu. ft. 

Tablets 

40-180/1000 bu. 
30-140/1000 cu. ft. 

90-180/1000 bu. 
70-145/1000 eu.ft. 

90-180/1000 bu. 
70-145/1000 cu. ft. 

30-90/1000 eu.ft. 

20-40/1000 cu. ft. 

25-50/1000 bu. 
20-40/1000 cu. ft. 

45-145/1000 cu. ft. 

20-60/1000 cu. ft. 

20-50/1000 eu.ft 

30-90/1000 eu.ft. 

30-45/1000 eu.ft 

60-80/1000 bu. 
50-145/1000 eu.ft. 
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13. Shipholds 200-40011000 bu. 

150-330/1000 cu. ft. 
40-80/1000 bu. 
30-66/1000 cu. ft. 

Higher dosages should be considered in structures that are of loose 
construction and in the fumigation of bulk stored commodities in which 
diffusion will be slowed and result in poor distribution of hydrogen 
phosphide gas. 

9. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 

GLOVES: 

Wear dry gloves of cotton or other material if contact with tablets, 
pellets, or dust is likely. 

Gloves should remain dry during use. 

Wash hands thoroughly after handling aluminum phosphide products. 

Aerate used gloves and other clothing that may be contaminated in a well
ventilated area prior to laundering. 

10. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 

10.1 When respiratory protection must be worn 
Respiratory protection is required when concentration levels of 
phosphine are unknown. 

10.2 Permissible gas concentration ranges for respiratory protection 
devices 
A NIOSH/MSHA approved full-face gas mask - phosphine canister 
combination may be used at levels up to 15 ppm or following 
manufacturers use condition instructions for escape. Above 15 ppm or 
in situations where the phosphine concentration is unknown, a 
NIOSH/MSHA approved, SCSA must be worn. The NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide 
DHHS (NIOSH) 97-140 or the NIOSH ALERT - Preventing Phosphine 
Poisoning and Explosions During Fumigation, lists these and other 
types of approved respirators and the concentration limits at which 
they may be used. 

10.3 Requirements for availability of respiratory protection. 
If FUMITOXIN is to be applied from within the structure to be 
fumigated, an approved full-face gas mask - pho'sphine canister 
combination or SCBA or its equivalent must be available at the site 
of application in case it is needed. Respiratory protection 
must also be available for applications from outside the area to be 
fumigated such as addition of tablets or pellets to automatic 
dispensing devices, outdoor applications, etc. 

11. REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFIED APPLICATOR TO BE PRESENT AND RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ALL WORKERS AS FOLLOWS: 

A. A Certified Applicator must be physically present, responsible for, 
and maintain visual and/or voice contact with all fumigation workers 
during the application of the fumigant, and also during the opening 
of the product containers. Once the application is complete and the 
structure has been made secure the certified applicator does not need 
to be physically present at the site. 

S. A Certified Applicator must be physically present, responsible for, 
and maintain visual and/or voice contact with all fumigation workers 
during the initial opening of the fumigation structure for aeration. 
Once the aeration process is secured and monitoring has established 
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that aeration can be completed safely the certified applicator does 
not need to be physically present and trained person(s) can complete 
the process and remove the placards. 

C. Persons with documented training in the handling of phosphine 
products must be responsible for receiving, aerating and removal of 
placards from vehicles, which have been fumigated in transit. Refer 
to Section 12 for training requirements. 

l2. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR RECEIPT OF INTRANSIT VEHICLES UNDER 
FUMIGATION. 

The trained person(s) must be trained by a Certified Applicator 
following the EPA accepted product applicator's manual that must precede 
or be attached to the outside of a transport vehicle; or by other 
training which is accepted by local and/or state authorities. When 
training has been completed and the employee demonstrates safety 
knowledge proficiency, the training date must be logged and maintained 
in the employee's safety training record for a minimum of three years. 
Refresher training must be done on an annual basis. 

This training must cover the following items, each of which may be found 
in this manual: 

a. How to aerate the vehicle and verify that it contains no more than 
0.3 ppm phosphine. 

OR 

b. Hm'/ to transfer the cornrnodi ty to another storage area \'lithout prior 
aeration and ensure that worker safety limits are not being exceeded 
during the transfer. 

c. How to determine when respiratory protection must be worn. 

d. Hm'/ to protect workers and nearby persons from exposure to levels 
above the 8-hour time weighted average (TWA) of 0.3 ppm or the 15 
minute TWA short-term exposure limit (STEL) of 1.0 ppm phosphine. 

e. Proper removal of placards from the vehicle. 

f. How to follow proper residual disposal instructions. 

13. GAS DETECTION EQUIPMENT 

There are a number of devices on the market for the measurement of 
phosphine gas at both industrial hygiene and fumigation levels. Glass 
detection tubes used in conjunction with the appropriate hand-operated air 
sampling pumps are widely used. These devices are portable, simple to 
use, do not require extensive training and are relatively rapid, 
inexpensive and accurate. Electronic devices are also available for both 
low level and high phosphine gas readings. Such devices should be used in 
full compliance with manufacturers' recommendations. 

14. NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

14.1 Authorities and on-site workers: 

As required by local regulations, notify the appropriate local 
officials (fire department, police department, etc,) of the impending 
fumigation. Provide to the officials an MSDS and complete label for 
the product and any other technical information deemed useful. Offer 
to revie\., this information with the local official (s) . 
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14.2 Inoidents involving these produots: 

Registrants must be informed of any incident involving the use of 
this product. Please call Degesch America, Inc. (540)234-9281/1-800-
330-2525 or Pestcon Systems, Inc. {252)237-7923/1-800-548-2778 so the 
incident can be reported to Federal and state Authorities. 

14.3 Theft of products: 
Immediately report to the local police department. thefts of metal 
phosphide fumigants. 

15. APPLICATOR AND WORKER EXPOSURE 
Approved respiratory protection must be worn if concentrations exceed the 
allowable limits, or when concentrations are unknown. 

15.1 Exposure Limits 
Exposures to phosphine must not exceed the 8-hour time-weighted 
average (TWA) of 0.3 ppm or the 15 minute short-term exposure limit 
(STEL) of 1.0 ppm phosphine. All persons are covered by these 
exposure standards. 

15.2 Applioation of Fumigant 
At least two persons, a certified applicator and trained person, or 
two trained persons under the direct supervision of the certified 
applicator must be present when entry into the structure for 
application of the fumigant is required. Depending upon temperature 
and humidity, FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets release phosphine gas 
slowly upon exposure to moisture from the air. In most cases, this 
release is slow enough to permit applicators to deposit fumigant in 
the desired areas and then vacate the premises without significant 
exposure to the gas. Monitoring must be conducted in order to 
characterize the application and determine the fumigator's exposure. 

15.3 Leakage from Fumigated Sites 
Phosphine gas is highly mobile and given enough time may 
penetrate seemingly gas-tight materials such as concrete and cinder 
block. Therefore, adjacent, enclosed areas .likely to be occupied 
must be examined to ensure that significant leakage has not 
occurred. Sealing of the fumigated site and/or airflow into the 
occupied areas must be sufficient to bring down the phosphine 
concentration to a safe level of 0.3 ppm or belm.". 

15.4 Aeration and Re-entry 
If the structure is to be entered after fumigation, it must be 
aerated until the level of phosphine gas is 0.3 ppm or below. The 
area or site must be monitored to ensure that liberation of gas from 
the treated commodity does not result in the development of 
unacceptable levels (i.e., over industrial hygiene levels of 
phosphine). Do not allow re-entry into treated areas by any person 
before the level of phosphine reaches 0.3 ppm or below unless 
protected by an approved respirator. 

15.5 Handling Unaerated Commodities 
Transfer of incompletely aerated commodity via bulk handling 
equipment such as augers, drag conveyors and conveyor belts to a new 

. storage structure is permissible. A Certified Applicator is 
responsible for training workers who handle the transfer of 
incompletely aerated listed commodities, and appropriate measures 
must be taken (i.e., ventilation or respiratory protection) to 
prevent exposures from exceeding the exposure limits for phosphine. 
The new storage structure must be placarded if it contains more than 
0.3 ppm phosphine. If the fumigation structure must be entered to 
complete the transfer, at least two trained persons, wearing proper 
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respiratory protection, may enter the structure. A certified 
applicator must be physically present during the entry into the 
structure. 

REMEMBER transporting containers or vehicles under fumigation over 
public roads is prohibited. 

15.6 Industrial Hygiene Monitoring 
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Phosphine exposures must be documented in an operations log or 
manual at each fumigation area and operation where exposures may 
occur. Monitor airborne phosphine concentrations in all indoor 
areas to which fumigators and other workers have had access during 
fumigation and aeration. Perform such monitoring in workers' 
breathing zones. This monitoring is mandatory and is performed to 
determine when and where respiratory protection is required. Once 
exposures have been adequately characterized, spot checks must be 
made, especially if conditions change significantly or if an 
unexpected garlic odor is detected or a change in phosphine level is 
suspected. 

15.7 Engineering Controls and Work Practices 
If monitoring shows that workers may be exposed to concentrations in 
excess of the permitted limits{ then engineering controls (such as 
forced air ventilation) and/or appropriate work practices must be 
used to reduce exposure to within permitted limits. Appropriate 
respiratory protection must be worn if phosphine exposure limits are 
exceeded or concentrations are unknown. 

16. PLACARDING OF FUMIGATED AREAS 

All entrances to the fumigated area must be placarded including areas 
containing rodent burrows being fumigated (See Section 26.1 a&b). 
Piacards must be made of substantial material that can be expected to 
withstand adverse weather Gonditions{ and must bear the wording as 
follows: 

1. The signal word DANGER/PELIGRO and the SKULL AND CROSSBONES symbol in 
red. 

2. The statement "Structure and/or commodity under fumigation, DO NOT 
ENTER/NO ENTRE". 

3. The Statement, "This sign may only be removed by a certified 
applicator or a person with documented training after the structure 
and/or commodity is completely aerated (contains 0.3 ppm or less of 
phosphine gas)". 

If incompletely aerated commodity is transferred to a new storage 
structure, the new structure must also be placarded if it contains 
more than 0.3 ppm. Workers exposure during this transfer must not 
exceed allowable limits. 

4. The date the fumigation begins. 

5. Name and EPA registration number of fumigant used. 

6. Name{ address and telephone number of the fumigation company and/or 
applicator. 

7. A 24-hour emergency response telephone number. 

All entrances to a fumigated area must be placarded. Where possible, place 
placards in advance of the fumigation to keep unauthorized persons away. 
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For railroad hopper cars, placards must be placed on both sides of the car 
near the ladders and next to the top hatches into which the'fumigant is 
introduced. 

Do not remove placards until the treated commodity or area is aerated down 
to 0.3 ppm hydrogen phosphide or less. To determine whether aeration is 
complete, each fumigated structure or transport vehicle must be monitored 
and shown to contain 0.3 ppm or less phosphine gas in the air space around 
and, if feasible, in the mass of the commodity. 

17. SEALING OF STRUCTURES 

The structure to be fumigated must first be inspected to determine if it 
can be made sufficiently gas tight. Careful sealing is required so that 
adequate gas levels are retained. Turn off all ventilation, supply air, 
air conditioningi and any other air moving systems which could negativelY 
affect the fumigation. Thoroughly inspect the structure to be fumigated 
and seal cracks, holes and openings.~ These areas could include, but are 
not limited to: windows, doors, vents, chimneys and structural flaws. 
Sealing techniques can vary, but most often include polyethylene sheeting, 
adhesive tapes and adhesive sprays. Expandable foam or caulking material 
can work well on structural flal18. Proper sealing will insure sufficient 
gas levels within the fumigated structure and will decrease the chance of 
unwanted exposures outside of the fumigated area. 

As with all fumigations, it is required that sealing be inspected for 
leaks. If phosphine above 0.3 ppm is found in an area where exposure to 
workers or bystanders may occur, the fumigator, using proper respiratory 
protective equipment must attempt to seal the leak from the exterior of 
the structure. Failing this, the fumigators, following proper procedures 
to prevent accidental poisoning, may enter the structure and seal the 
leaks from the interior. If the concentration inside the structure has 
decreased below the target level as a result of the leakage, additional 
fumigant may be added following the sealing repairs. 

DO NOT FUMIGATE A STRUCTURE THAT CANNOT BE SEALED SUFFICIENTLY GAS TIGHT. 

18. AERATION OF FUMIGATED COMMODITIES 
As an alternative to the aeration time periods listed below, each 
container of the treated oommodity may be analyzed for residues using 
accepted analytical methods. 

18.1 Foods and feeds 
Tolerances for phosphine residues have been established at 
0.1 ppm for animal feeds and 0.01 ppm for processed foods. To 
guarantee compliance I~ith these tolerances f it is necessary to 
aerate these commodities for 48 hours prior to offering them to 
the end consumer. 

18.2 Non-food commodities 
Aerate all non-food commodities to 0.3 ppm or less of phosphine. 
Monitor densely packed commodities to ensure that aeration is 
complete. 

18.3 Tobacco 
Tobacco must be aerated for at least three days (72 hours) when 
fumigated in hogsheads and for at least two days (48 hours) when 
fumigated in other containers or until concentration is b~low 0.3 
ppm. When plastic liners are used, longer aeration periods may be 
required to aerate the cornmodi ty dO\m to 0.3 ppm. 
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19. STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS 

• Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storing pesticides in the 
same areas used to store these commodities. 

• Store FOMITOXIN® in a dry/well-ventilated area away from heat, 
under lock and key. Post as a pesticide storage area. 

• Do not store in buildings where humans or domestic animals may 
reside. Keep out of reach of children. 

• FUMITOXIN® Pellets are supplied in gas-tight, resealable aluminum 
flasks. Do not expose the product to atmospheric moisture any 
longer than is necessary and seal tightly before returning flasks to 
storage. 

• The shelf life of FUMITOXIN® is virtually unlimited as long as the 
containers are tightly sealed. 

19.1 Labeling of Storage 
The labeling of the storage-area should take into account the needs 
of a variety of organizations. These should include, but not be 
limited to: company policy, insurance carrier, Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA), Emergency Planning and Community 
Right to Know and local emergency response professionals. At a 
minimum, the storage must be marked with the following signs and 
must _be locked: 

1. Danger, Poison (with skull and cross bones) 
2. Authorized Personnel Only 
3. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Hazard Identification 

Symbols for the pesticide 

The NFPA has developed Hazard Identification Symbols. This 
standardized system is designed to provide, at a glance, the 
information regarding the health, fire and reactivity hazards 
associated with hazardous materials. The follo\~ing are the hazard 
categories and degree of hazard for aluminum phosphide: 

Category 
Health 4 
Flammability 4 
Reactivity 2 
Special Notice Key 

Degree of Hazard 
(Severe Hazard) 
(Severe Hazard) 
(Moderate) 
W 

NOTE: l-Jhen using the NFPA Hazard Identification System, the 
characteristics of all hazardous materials stored in a particular 
area must be considered. The local fire protection district should 
be consulted for -guidance on the selection and placement of such 
signs. 

20. TRANSPORTATION INSTRUCTIONS 

The united States Department of Transportation (DOT) classifies aluminum 
phosphide as Dangerous When Wet material and it must be transported in 
accordance with DOT regulations. 

20.1 TRANSPORT DESIGNATIONS - The following transport designations apply 
to aluminum phosphide 

Proper Shipping Name: 
Hazard Class: 
Identification No.: 
Packing Group: 
Shipping Label: 
Shipping Placard: 

Aluminum phosphide 
4.3 
UN 1397 
PG I 
Dangerous When l-1et/Poison 
Dangerous When Wet 
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20.2 Transportation Special Permit: 

Oegesch America, Inc. -Special Permit: DOT-SPl1329 
Pestcon Systems, Inc. - Special Permit: DOT-SPI0753 
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Purpose and Limitation: " ... The motor vehicles used under the terms of 
this special permit are not required to be placarded ... " 

Modes of Transportation Authorized: Motor vehicle (Only private motor 
vehicles used in pest control operations are authorized to transport 
the packages covered by the terms of this special permit.) 

NOTE: You must have a copy of this special permit with you during 
transportation. For a copy of this special permit contact: 

DEGESCH AMERICA, INC. 
153 Triangle Drive 
P. O. Box 116 
Weyers Cave, VA 24486 
Tel. : (540) 234-9281/1-800-330-2525 
Internet: WWI,/. degeschamerica. com 

21. REQUIRED WRITTEN FUMIGATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

PESTCON SYSTEMS, INC. 
1808 Firestone Parkway 
Wilson, NC 27893-7991 
Tel.: (252) 237-7923 

1-800-548-2778 
Internet: www.pestcon.com 

The certified applicator is responsible for working with the olvners and/or 
responsible employees of the structure and/or area to be fumigated to 
develop and follow a Fumigation Management Plan (FMP). state, county and 
local authorities may also have specific requirements. The FMP must be 
written PRIOR TO EVERY treatment including fumigation treatment for 
burrowing pests. The FMP must address characterization of the structure 
and/or area, and include appropriate monitoring and notification 
requirements, consistent with, but not limited to, the following: 

1. The use of this product is strictly prohibited on single and 
multi-family residential properties and nursing homes, schools 
(except athletic fields), daycare facilities and hospitals. 
For a list of approved sites, see Section 26.1. 

2. Inspect the structure and/or area to determine its suitability 
for fumigation. 

3. When sealing is required, consult previous records for any 
changes to the structure, seal leaks, and monitor any occupied 
adjacent buildings. 

4. Prior to each fumigation, review any existing FMP, MSDS, 
Applicators Manual and other relevant safety procedures \~ith 
company officials and appropriate employees. 

5. Consult company officials in the development of procedures and 
appropriate safety measures for nearby workers that will be in 
and around the area during application and aeration. 

6. Consult with company officials to develop an appropriate 
monitoring plan that will confirm that nearby ;'lOrkers and 
bystanders are not exposed to levels above the allo\>led limits 
during application, fumigation and aeration. This plan must 
also demonstrate that nearby residents will not be exposed to 
concentrations above the allowable limits. 

7. Consult with company officials to develop procedures for local 
authorities to notify nearby residents in the event of an 
emergency. 

8. Confirm the placement of placards to secure entrance into any 
area under fumigation. 

9. Confirm the required safety equipment is in place and the 
necessary manpower is available to complete a safe and 
effective fumigation. 
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10. Written notification must be provided to the receiver of a 
vehicle that is fumigated in-transit. 

It is 
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These factors must be considered in putting a FMP together. 
important to note that some plans will be more comprehensive 
All plans should reflect the experienc~ and expertise of the 
and circumstances at and around the structure and/or area. 

than others. 
applicator 

In addition to the plan, the applicator must read the complete label and 
applicator manual, follow its directions carefully and abide by all the 
restrictions. Lf the applicator has any questions about the development 
of a FMP contact DEGESCH AMERICA,INC. or PESTCON SYSTEMS, INC. for further 
assistance. 

The FMP and related documentation, including monitoring records, must be 
maintained for a minimum of 2 years. 

Purpose 

STEPS FOR PREPARATION OF THE REQUIRED WRITTEN FUMIGATION 
MANAGEMENT PLAN 

A Fumigation Management Plan (FMP) is an organized, written description 
of the required steps involved to help ensure a safe, legal and effective 
fumigation. It will also assist you and others in complying with pesticide 
product label requirements. The guidance that follows is designed to help 
assist you in addressing all the necessary factors involved in preparing for 
and fumigating a structure and/or area. 

This guidance is intended to help you organize any fumigation that you 
might perform PRIOR TO ACTUAL TREATMENT. It is meant to be somewhat 
prescriptive, yet flexible enough to allow the experience and expertise of the 
fumigator to make changes based on circumstances which may exist in the field. 
By following a step-by-step procedure, which allow for flexibility, an 
effective fumigation may be performed. 

Before any fumigation begins, carefully read and review the label and 
the Applicator's Manual. This information must also be given to the 
appropriate company officials (supervisors, foreman, safety officer, etc.) in 
charge of the site. Preparation is the key to any successful fumigation. If 
you do not find specific instructions for the type of fumigation that you are 
to perform 'listed in this Guidance Document you will want to construct a 
similar set of procedures using this document as your guide or contact DEGESCH 
AMERICA, INC. or PESTCON SYSTEMS, INC. for assistance. Finally, before any 
fumigation begins you must be familiar with and comply \"lith all applicable 
federal, state and local regulations. The success of the fumigation is not 
only dependent on your ability to do your job but also upon carefully 
follmving all rules, regulations, and procedures required by governmental 
agencies. 

A CHECKLIST GUIDE FOR A. FUMIGATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

This checklist is provided to help you take into account factors that must be 
addressed prior to performing all fumigations. It emphasizes safety steps to 
protect people and property. The checklist is general in nature and cannot be 
expected to apply to all types of fumigation situations. It is to be used as 
a guide to prepare the required plan. Each item must be considered. However, 
it is understood that each fumigation is different and not all items will be 
necessary for each fumigation site. 

A. PRELIMINARY PLANNING AND PREPARATION 

1. Determine the purpose of the fumigation. 

lS 
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a. Elimination of insect infestation 
b. Elimination of vertebrate pests 
c. Plant pest quarantine. 

2. Determine the type of fumigation, for example 

a. Space; tarp, mill, warehouse, food plant, or outdoor area 
b. Transport Vehicle; railcar, truck, van, container 
c. Commodity; raw agricultural or processed foods or non-food 
d. Type of Storage: vertical silo, farm storage, flat storage, etc. 
e. Vessels; ship or barge. In addition to the Applicator's Manual, read 

the US Coast Guard Regulations 46CFR 147A. 
f. Outdoor rodent burrows 

3. Fully acquaint yourself I'li th the structure and commodity to be 
fumigated, including: 
a. The general structure layout, construction (materials, design, age, 

maintenance), of the structure, fire or combustibility hazards, 
connecting structures and escape routes, above and beloN ground, and 
other unique hazards or structure characteristics. Prepare, with the 
owner/operator/person in charge a drawing or sketch of structure to 
be fumigated, delineating features, hazards, and other stiuctural 
characteristics. 

b. The number and identification of persons who routinely enter the area 
to be fumigated (i.e. employees, visitors, customers, etc.) 

c. The specific commodity to be fumigated, its mode of storage, and its 
condition. 

d. The previous treatment history of the commodity, if available. 
e. Accessibility of utility service connections. 
f. Nearest telephone or other means of communication. Mark the location 

of these items on the drawing/sketch. 
g. Emergency shut-off stations for electricity, water and gas. Mark the 

location of these items on the drawing/sketch. 
h. Current emergency telephone numbers of local Health, Fire, Police, 

Hospital and Physician responders. 
i. Name and phone number (both day and night) of appropriate company 

officials. 
j. Check, mark and prepare the points of fumigation application 

locations if the job involves entry into the structure for 
fumigation. 

k. Review the entire label which includes both the container label and 
Applicator's Manual. 

1. Exposure time considerations. 
1. Product (tablets and pellets) to be used. 
2. Minimum fUmigation period, as defined and described by the label 

use directions 
3. DOI-IO time required to be available 
4. Aeration requirements 
5. Cleanup requirements, including dry or Net deactivation methods, 

equipment, and personnel needs, if necessary 
6. Measured and recorded commodity temperature and moisture 

m. Determination of dosage 
1. Cubic footage or other appropriate space/location calculations 
2. Structure sealing capability and methods 
3. Maximum allowable label dosage rates 
4. Temperature, humidity, wind 
5. Commodity/space volume 
6. Past history of fumigation of structure 
7. Exposure time 

B. PERSONNEL 

1. Confirm in writing that all personnel in and around the structure and/or 
area to be fumigated have been notified prior to application of the 
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fumigant. Consider using a checklist that each employee initials 
indicating they have been notified. 

2. Instruct all fumigation personnel to read the Applicator's Manual. 
Fumigation personnel must be trained in the proper method of application, 
the hazards that may be encountered, and the selection of personal 
protection devices including detection equipment. 
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3. Confirm that all personnel are aware of and know how to proceed in case of 
an emergency situation. 

4. Instruct all personnel on how to report any accident and/or incidents 
rel"ated to fumigant exposure. Provide a telephone number for emergency 
response reporting. 

S. Instruct all personnel to report to proper authorities any theft of 
fumigant and/or equipment related to fumigation. 

6. Establish a meeting area for all personnel in case of emergency. 

C. MONITORING 
1. Safety 

a. Monitoring phosphine concentrations must be conducted in areas to 
prevent excessive exposure and to determine where exposure may occur. 
Document \~here monitoring will" occur. 

b. Keep a log or manual of monitoring records for each fumigation site. 
This log must at a minimum contain the timing, number of readings taken 
and level of concentrations found in each location. 

c. When monitoring, document even if there is no phosphine present above 
the safe levels. In such cases, subsequent monitoring is not routinely 
required. However spot checks must be made occasionally, especially if 
conditions change significantly. 

2. Efficacy 

a. For stationary structures, phosphine readings MUST be taken from within 
the fumigated structure to insure proper gas concentrations. If the 
phosphine concentrations have fallen below the targeted level the 
fumigators, following proper entry procedures may re-enter the structure 
and add additional product. 

b. All phosphine concentration readings must be documented. 

D. NOTIFICATION 

1. Confirm the appropriate local authorities (fire departments, police 
departments, etc.) have been notified as per label instructions, local 
ordinances if applicable, or instructions of the client. 

2. Prepaie written procedure ("Emergency Response Plan"), which contains 
explicit instructions, names, and telephone numbers so as to be able to 
notify local authorities if phosphine levels are exceeded in an area that 
could be "dangerous to bystanders andlor domestic animals. 

3. Confirm that the receiver of in-transit vehicles under fumigation have been 
notified and are trained according to Section 12 of this applicator manual. 

E. SEALING PROCEDURES 

1. Sealing must be adequate to control the pests. Care should be taken to 
insure that sealing materials would remain intact until the fumigation is 
complete. 

2. If the structure has been fumigated before, review the previous FMP for 
previous sealing information. 

3. Make sure that construction/remodeling has not changed the building in a 
manner that will affect the fumigation. 

4. Warning placards must be placed on every possible entrance to the 
fumigation structure. 
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F. APPLICATION PROCEDURES & FUMIGATION PERIOD 

1. Plan carefully and apply all fumigants in accordance with the label 
requirements. 
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2. When entering into the area under fumigation, always work with two or more 
people under the direct supervision of a certified applicator wearing 
appropriate respirators. 

3. Apply fumigant from the outside where appropriate. 
4. Provide watchmen when the possibility of entry into the fumigated site by 

unauthorized persons cannot otherwise be assured. 
5. When entering structures, always follow OSHA rules for confined spaces. 
6. Document that the receiver of vehicles fumigated in-transit has been 

notified. 
7. Turn off any electric lights in the fumigated area of the structure as well 

as all non-essential electrical motors. 

G. POST-APPLICATION OPERATIONS 

1. Provide \1atchmen \1hen the fumigation structure cannot be secured from entry 
by unauthorized persons during the aeration process. 

2. Aerate in accordance with structural limitations. 
3. Turn on ventilating or aerating fans vJhere appropriate. 
4. Use a suitable gas detector before re-entry into a fumigated structure to 

determine fumigant concentration. 
5. Keep written records of monitoring to document completion of aeration. 
6. Consider temperature when aerating. 
7. Ensure that aeration is complete before moving a treated vehicle onto 

public roads. 
8. Remove \"/arning placards when aeration is complete. 
9. Inform business/client that employees/other persons may return to work or 

otherwise be allowed to re-enter the aerated structure. 

22. APPLICATION PROCEDURES 
A FMP must be written PRIOR to all applications. 
A FMP must be devised to cover application and exposure period, aeration 
and disposal of the fumigant so as to keep to a minimum any human 
exposure to phosphine and to help assure adequate control of the insect 
pests. 

22.1 Farm Bins: 
Leakage is the single most important cause of failures in the 
treatment of farm storages. Since these storages are often small, 
they usually have a higher leakage area in proportion to their 
capacity. Most wooden storage structures are so porous that they 
cannot be successfully fumigated unless they are completely tarped. 
Do not fumigate a storage that will be entered by humans or animals 
prior to aeration. Do not fumigate areas which house sensitive 
equipment containing copper or other metals likely to be corroded 
by phosphine gas. 

1. Read the label, Applicator's Manual, MSDS and related safety 
material. 

2. Inspect the bin to determine if you can fumigate effectively. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. 

4. If the bin is located in an area where nearby workers and/or 
bystanders or domestic animals would be exposed to phosphine gas 
because of leakage from the bin: 

(i) Develop a monitoring procedure that will confirm if leakage 
from the bin is above the allOl·/able limits in an area that 
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would affect nearby Norkers or bystanders. 

(ii) Advise local authorities when and where you will be 
fumigating. Provide and review with them the MSDS 1 

Applicator's Manual and other relevant safety information. 

5. If the bin is in an isolated area on private property (i) and 
(ii) above are not required. 

6. Seal the bin as tightly as possible. It is recommended that the 
surface of the grain be covered vlith poly after FUMITOXIN has 
been applied. Tarping the grain surface will greatly reduce the 
leak rate of the gas as well as reduce the amount of FUMITOXIN 
required. Only the volume beiow the tarp must be dosed. If not 
tarped, the entire volume. of the storage must be treated, tvhether 
full or empty. 

7. Using the applicator's manual, calculate the dosage of tablets or 
pellets to be applied based on type of structure, its sealing 
properties, content type, weather, and commodity temperature and 
moisture content of the commodity and length of fumigation (See 
Section 8). 

8. FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets required for the fumigation may be 
scattered over the surface or probed into the grain using a rigid 
PVC pipe about 5 to 7 feet in length and having a diameter of 
1-1/4 inches. 

9. Use approximately 20-50 tablets or 100-250 pellets per probe. 
Probe the dosage uniformly over the surface. Fumi-Sleeve® dust 
retainer or packaged fumigants may be used if dust-free 
applications are desired. 

10. Immediately cover the surface of the grain vlith a plastic 
tarpaulin. 

11. Place no more than 25 percent of the total dose at the bottom if 
the bin is equipped VJith aeration fans. CAUTION: Make sure that 
the aeration duct is dry before adding FUMITOXIN. Addition of 
FUMITOXIN to water in an aeration duct may result in a fire. 

12. Seal the aeration fan with 4-mil plastic sheeting. 

13. Place placards on all entrances to the bin and near the ladder. 

14. Following aeration of the bin, the surface of the grain may be 
sprayed Nith an approved protectant to discourage reinfestation. 

NOTE: If monitoring equipment is not available, an approved 
canister respirator must be worn during application from within an 
enclosed area. 

22.2 Flat storages 
Treatments of these types of storages often require considerable time 
and physical effort. Therefore, sufficient manpower should be available 
to complete the vlOrk rapidly enough to prevent excessive exposure to 
phosphine gas. Vent flasks outside the storage, conduct fumigations 
during cooler periods, and employ other work practices to minimize 
exposures. It is likely that respiratory protection will be required 
during application of fumigant to flat storages. Refer to the sections 
on Applicator and Worker Exposure and Respiratory Protection. 

1. Inspect the site to determine its suitability for fumigation. 
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2. Determine if the structure is in an area where leakage during 
fumigation or aeration would adversely affect nearby workers or 
bystanders if concentrations were above the permitted exposure 
levels. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. 
guidelines. ) 

(Refer to FMP 

4. Consult previous records for any changes to the structure. Seal 
vents, cracks and other sources of leaks. 
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5. Using the applicator manual, determine the length of the fumigation 
and calculate the dosage of tablets or pellets to be applied based 
upon volume of the building, contents, air and/or commodity 
temperature and the general tightness of the structure. 

6. Apply tablets or pellets by surface application, shallow probing, 
deep probing or uniform addition as the flat storage is filled. 

Storages requiring more than 24 hours to fill should not be treated 
by addition of fumigant to the commodity stream as large quantities 
of phosphine may escape before the bin is completely sealed. 

Probes should be inserted vertically at intervals along the length 
and width of the flat storage. Pellets or tablets may be dropped 
into the probe at intervals as it is withdrawn. 

Surface application may be used if the bin can be made sufficiently 
gas tight to contain the fumigant gas long enough for it to penetrate 
the commodity. In this instance, it is advisable to place about 25 
percent of the dosage in the floor level aeration ducts. Check the 
ducts prior to addition of FUMITOXIN to make sure that they contain 
no liquid water. 

7. Placement of plastic tarp over the surface of the commodity is often 
advisable, particularly if the overhead of the storage cannot be well 
sealed. 

8. Lock all entrances to the storage and post fumigation warning 
placards. 

22.3 Vertical storages (concrete upright bins and other silos in ~lhich 
grain can be rapidly transferred) 

1. Inspect the site to determine its suitability for fumigation. 

2. Determine if the structure is in an area where leakage during 
fumigation or aeration would expose nearby workers or bystanders to 
concentrations above the permitted levels. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. (Refer to FMP 
guidelines. ) 

4. Consult previous records for any changes to the structure. Close 
open~ngs and seal cracks to make the structure as airtight as 
possible. Prior to the fumigation, seal the vents near the bin top, 
and any openings \~hich connect to adj acent bins. 

5. Determine the length of the fumigation and calculate the dosage of 
tablets or pellets to be applied based upon volume of the building, 
air and/or commodity temperature and the general tightness of the 
structure (See Section 8.2) . 

6. Pellets or tablets may be applied continuously by hand or by an 
automatic dispenser on the headhouse/gallery belt or into the fill 
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opening as the commodity is loaded into the bin. An automatic 
dispenser may also be used to add FUMITOXIN into the commodity stream 
in the up leg of the elevator. Monitoring must be conducted during 
application to determine the need for respiratory protection. 

7. Seal the bin deck openings after the fumigation has been completed. 

8. Bins requiring more than 24 hours to fill should not be fumigated by 
continuous addition into the commodity stream. Probing, surface 
application, or other appropriate means may be employed to fumigate 
these bins. Exposure periods should be lengthened to allow for 
diffusion of gas to all parts of the bin if FUMITOXIN has not been 
applied uniformly throughout the commodity mass. 

9. Place warning placards on the discharge gate and on all entrances. 

22.4 Mills, Food Processing Plants and Warehouses 

1. Inspect the site to determine its suitability for fumigation. 

2. Determine if the structure is in an area where leakage during 
fumigation or aeration would expose nearby workers or bystanders if 
concentrations were above the permitted exposure levels. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. (Refer to FMP 
guidelines. ) 

4. Determine the length of the fumigation and calculate the dosage of 
tablets or pellets to be applied based upon volume of the building, 
air and/or commodity temperature and the general tightness of the 
structure (See Section 8) . 

5. Read the directions found in 4.2 Physical and Chemical Hazards and 
remove or cover any of the listed items that can become damaged from 
exposure to phosphine gas. 

6. Consult previous records for any changes in the structure. Carefully 
seal and placard the space to be fumigated. 

7. Place trays or sheets of Kraft paper or foil, up to 12-sq. ft. (1.1 
sq. M) in area, on the floor throughout the structure. 

8. Spread FUMITOXIN on the sheets at a density no greater than 30 
tablets per sq. ft. or 150 pellets per sq. ft. This corresponds to 
slightly more than one-half flask of tablets or one-half flask of 
pellets per 3'x4' sheet. Check to see that FUMITOXIN has not piled 
up and that it is spread out evenly to minimize contact between the 
individual tablets or pellets. 

9. Turn off any lights within the treated area and shut off all 
electrical motors not essential to operations of the storage. Doors 
leading to the fumigated space must be closed, sealed, and placarded 
wi th "larning signs. 

10.Upon completion of the exposure period,. open windows, doors, vents, 
etc. Allow the fumigated structure to aerate. Do not enter the 
structure without proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) until 
gas readings have been taken and the concentration is below the 
allol"lable limits. Gas concentration readings may be taken using low
level detector tubes or similar devices to ensure safety of personnel 
who re-enter the treated area. 

11. Collect the spent FUMITOXIN dust and dispose of it, with or without 
further deactivation. Refer to Disposal Instructions in this manual. 

---
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12. Remove fumigation warning placards from the aerated structure. 

22.5 Railcars, Containers! Trucks, Vans, and Other Transport Vehicles 

Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. 
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Railcars! containers, trucks, vans, and other transport vehicles shipped 
piggyback by rail may be fumigated intransit. However, the aeration of 
railcars, railroad boxcars, containers and other vehicles is prohibited 
enroute. It is not legal to move trucks, trailers, containers, vans, 
etc., over public roads or highways until they have been aerated. 

Transport vehicles loaded with bulk commodities, to which FUMITOXIN 
tablets or pellets may be added directly, are treated in essentially the 
same way as any other flat storage facility. FUMITOXIN may be added as 
the vehicle is being filled. The dose may be scattered over the surface 
after loading has been completed or the tablets or pellets may be probed 
below the surface. Carefully seal any vents, cracks or other leaks, 
particularly if the fumigation is to be carried out in-transit. See 
Section 16 of this Applicator's Manual for placarding requirements. 

PHOSTOXIN Prepacs or Fumi-Cel® plates (not classified by UL) are 
recommended for the treatment of transport vehicles or similar 
storages containing processed foods for which no direct contact is 
allowed with tablets or pellets. 

The shipper and/or the fumigator must provide written notification to 
the receiver of railcars, railroad boxcars, shipping containers and 
other vehicles which have been fumigated in-transit. A copy of the 
Applicator's Manual must precede or accompany all transportation 
containers or vehicles which are fumigated intransit. If the 
Applicator's Manual is sent with the transport vehicle it must be placed 
securely on the oritside of the vehicle. 

Proper handling of treated railcars at their destination is the 
responsibility of the consignee. Upon receipt of the railcar, railroad 
boxcars, shipping containers and other vehicles a certified applicator 
and/or persons with documented authorized training must supervise the, 
aeration process and removal of the placards. 

Do not use FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets in cars or other personal 
vehicles. 

22.6 Tarpaulin and Bunker Fumigations 
Use of plastic sheeting or tarpaulins to cover commodities is one of the 
easiest and least expensive means for providing relatively gas tight 
enclosures which are very well suited for fumigation. Poly tarps are 
penetrated only very slo\vly by phosphine gas and tight coverings are 
readily formed from the sheets. The volume of these enclosures may vary 
widely from a few cubic feet(for example, a fumigation tarpaulin placed 
over a small stack of bagged commodity) to a plastic bunker storage 
capable of holding 600,000 bushels of grain or more. 

1. Develop an enclosure suitable for fumigation by covering bulk or 
packaged commodities with poly sheeting. The sheets may be taped 
together to provide a sufficient width of material to ensure that 
adequate sealing is obtained. If the flooring upon vlhich the 
commodity rests is of wood or other porous material, the commodity 
to be fumigated must be repositioned onto poly prior to covering 
for fumigation. The plastic covering of the pile may be sealed to 
the floor using sand or water snakes, by shoveling soil or sand 
onto the ends of the plastic covering or by other suitable 
procedures. The poly covering must be reinforced by tap~ or other 
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means around any sharp corners or edges in the stack so as to 
reduce the risk of tearing. Thinner poly, about 2 mil, is 
suitable for most indoor tarp fumigations and for sealing of 
windows,do.ors· and other openings in structures. However, 4 mil 
poly or thicker is more suitable for outdoor applications where 
wind or other mechanical stresses are likely to be encountered. 

2. Determine ,if the enclosure is in an area where leakage during 
fumigation or aeration would affect nearby workers or bystanders. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigant Management Plan. (Refer to FMP 
guidelines. ) 

4. Using the guidance given under Section 7, Exposure Conditions, 
determine the length of the fumigation and calculate the dosage of 
tablets or pellets to be applied based upon volume of space under 
the tarp, air and/or commodity temperature. 

5. Tablets or pellets may be applied to the tarped stack or bunker 
storage of bulk commodity through slits in the poly covering. 
Probing or other means of dosing may be used. Avoid application 
of large amounts of FUMITOXIN at anyone point. FUMITOXIN should 
be added belm'J the surface of the commodity if condensation or 
other source of moisture is likely to form beneath the poly. The 
slits in the covering should be carefully taped to prevent loss of 
gas once the dose has been applied and the introduction of water 
from rain. PHOSTOXIN Prepacs (not classified by UL) are 
recommended for the treatment of bagged commodities and processed 
foods although tablets and pellets on trays or sheets of Kraft 
paper may be used. Care should be taken to see that the poly is 
not allowed to cover the FUMITOXIN and· prevent contact with moist 
air or confine the gas. 

6. Distribution of phosphine gas is generally not a problem in the 
treatment of bagged commodities and processed foods. However, 
fumigation of larger bunker storages containing bulk commodity 
will require proper application procedures to obtain adequate 
results. 

7. Place warning placards at conspicuous points on the enclosure. 

22.7 In-transit Shiphold Fumigation 

22.7.1 General Information 

1. Important - In-transit ship or shiphold fumigation is also 
governed by U. S. Coast Guard Regulation 46 CFR 147A, Interim 
Regulations for Shipboard Fumigation. Refer to this regulation 
prior to fumigation. For further information contact: 

Commandant 
U.S. Coast Guard 
Hazardous Materials Standards Division 
GMSO-3 
Washington, DC 20593-0001 

22.7.2 Pre-Voyage FUmigation Procedures - A FMP must be written for all 
fumigations PRIOR TO ACTUAL TREATMENT. 

1. Prior to fumigating a vessel for intransit cargo fumigation, 
the master of the vessel, or his representative, and the 
certified applicator must determine whether the vessel is 
suitably designed and configured so as to allow for safe 
occupancy by the ship IS crevi throughout the duration of the 
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fumigation. If it is determined that the vessel does not meet 
these requirements, then the vessel must not be fumigated 
unless all crew members are removed from the vessel. The 
crel'l members are not permitted to reoccupy the vessel until it 
has been properly aerated and the master of the vessel and the 
certified applicator have made a determination that the vessel 
is safe for occupancy. 

2. The certified applicator must notify the master of the vessel, 
or his representative, of the requirements relating to personal 
protection equipment*, detection equipment, and that a person 
qualified in the use of this equipment must accompany any 
vessel containing cargo under fumigation. Emergency 
procedures, cargo ventilation, periodic monitoring and 
inspections, and first aid measures must be discussed with and 
understood by the master of the vessel or his representative. 

*Note: Personal protection equipment means a NIOSH/MSHA approved 
respirator or gas mask fitted with an approved canister for phosphine. 
The canister is approved for use up to 15 ppm. SCBA or its equivalent 
must be used above 15 ppm or at unknown concentrations. 

3. Seal all openings to the cargo hold or tank and lock or 
otherwise secure all openings, manways, etc., which might be 
used to enter the hold. The overspace pressure relief system 
of each tank aboard tankers must be sealed by closing the 
appropriat~ valves and sealing the openings into the overspace 
with gas-tight materials. 

4. Placard all entrances to the treated spaces with fumigation 
l'larning signs. 

5. If the fumigation is not completed and the vessel aerated 
before the manned vessel leaves port, the person in charge of 
the vessel shall ensure that at least two units of personal 
protection equipment and one phosphine gas detection device, 
and a person qualified in their operation be on board the 
vessel during the voyage. 

6. During the fumigation, or until a manned vessel leaves port or 
the cargo is aerated, the certified applicator shall ensure 
that a qualified person using phosphine gas detection equipment 
tests spaces adjacent to areas containing fumigated cargo.as 
well as all regularly occupied spaces for fumigant leakage. If 
leakage of the fumigant is detected, the person in charge of 
the fumigation shall take action to correct the leakage, or 
shall inform the master of the vessel, or his representative, 
of the leakage so that corrective action can be taken. 

7. RevieN with the master, or his representative, the precautions 
and procedures to follow during the voyage of a shiphold in
transit fumigation. 

22.7.3 Application Procedures for Bulk Dry Cargo Vessels and Tankers 

1. Apply tablets or pellets by scattering uniformly over the 
commodity surface, or they may be shallm"i' or deep probed into 
the commodity mass. Fumi-Sleeves® or packaged metal 
phosphides are recommended if dust-free applications are 
desired. 

2. Immediately after application of the fumigant, close and secure 
all hatch covers, tank tops, butterworth valves, manways, etc. 
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22.7.4 In-Transit Fumigation of Transport Units (Containers) Aboard 
Ships 

In-transit fumigation of transport units on ships is also 
governed by DOT RSPA 49 CFR 176.76(h) Transport Vehicles, Freight 
Containers,and Portable Tanks Containing Hazardous Materials and 
International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code P9025-1 Arndt. 27-94. 

Application procedures for fumigation of raw commodities or 
processed foods in transport units (containers) are described in 
Section 22.5 of this manual. 

22.7.5 Precautions and Procedures During Voyage 

1. Using appropriate gas detection equipment, monitor spaces 
adjacent to areas containing fumigated cargo and all regularly 
occupied areas for fumigant leakage. If leakage is detected, 
the area should be evacuated of all personnel, ventilated, and 
action taken to correct the leakage before allowing the area 
to be occupied. 

2. Do not enter fumigated areas except under emergency 
conditions. If necessary to enter a fumigated area, 
appropriate personal protection equipment must be used. Never 
enter fumigated areas alone. At least one other person, 
wearing personal protection equipment, should be available to 
assist in case of an emergency. 

22.7.6 Precautions and Procedures During Discharge 
1. If necessary to enter holds prior to discharge, test spaces 

directly above grain surface for fumigant concentration, using 
appropriate gas detection and personal safety equipment. Do 
not allow entry to fumigated areas without personal safety 
equipment, unless fumigant concentrations are at safe levels, 
as indicated by a suitable detector. 

23. BARGES 

Barge fumigation is also regulated by U. S. Coast Guard Regulation 46 CFR 
147A as modified by U. S. Coast Guard Special Permit 2-75. This permit, 
which must be obtained prior to the fumigation, is available from: 

Commandant 
U. S. Coast Guard 
Hazardous Materials Standards Div. 
GMSO-3 
Washington, DC 20593-0001 

Leaks are a common cause of failures in the treatment of 
aboard barges. Carefully inspect all hatch covers prior 
of FUMITOXIN and seal, if necessary. Placard the barge. 
consignee if the barge is to be fumigated in-transit and 
instructions for receipt and unloading. 

24. SMALL SEALABLE ENCLOSURES 

Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. 

commodities 
to application 
Notify 

provide safety 

Excellent results may be attained in the treatment of small enclosures 
since it is often possible to control the temperature during fumigation 
and also to make the enclosure virtually gas tight. Take care not to 
overdose during these fumigations. A single FUMITOXIN pellet \>Jill treat a 
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space from 1.4 to 10 cubic feet and a single FUMITOXIN tablet from 6.9 to 
50 cubic feet. 

25. BEEHIVES, SUPERS AND OTHER BEE KEEPING EQUIPMENT 

Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. 

FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets may be used for the control of the 
Greater Wax Moth in stored beehives, supers, and other bee keeping 
equipment and for the destruction of bees, Africanized bees, and diseased 
bees including those infested with tracheal mites and foulbrood. The 
recommended dosage for this use is 30-45 tablets or 150-225 pellets per 
1000 cubic feet. 

Fumigations may be performed in chambers at atmospheric pressure, under 
tarpaulins, etc., by placing the tablets or pellets on trays or in 
moisture permeable envelopes. Do not add more than 2 tablets or 10 
pellets to each envelope. Honey from treated hives or supers may only be 
used for bee food. 

26. BURROWING PEST CONTROL 
The use of this product is strictly prohibited on single and multi-family 
residential properties and nursing homes, schools (except athletic 
fields), daycare facilities and hospitals. 

A Fumigation Management Plan must be written for all burrowing pests 
fumigations. 

26.1 Use Restrictions 
THIS PRODUCT MUST NOT BE APPLIED INTO A BURROW SYSTEM THAT IS WITHIN 
100 FEET OF A BUILDING THAT IS, OR MAY BE, OCCUPIED BY HUMANS, AND/OR 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

This product must be applied to underground burrow systems 
located in non-crop areas, crop areas, or orchards occupied by 
woodchucks, yellowbelly marmots (rockchucks), prairie dogs (except 
Utah prairie dogs, Cynomys Parvidens), Non'lay rats, roof rats I mice, 
ground squirrels, moies l voles, pocket gophers and chipmunks. 

All treatments for control of these species in burrows must be made 
outdoors. Pellets or tablets must be applied directly to 
underground burrOl'l systems. Before using FUMITOXIN tablets or 
pellets for burrowing pest control, read the applicable 
restrictions under Environmental Hazards, Endangered Species and 
Special Local Restrictions below. 

This product must be used out-of-doors only for control of 
burrowing pests and for use ONLY on agricultural areas, orchards, 
non-crop areas (such as pasture and rangeland), golf courses, 
athletic fields, airports, cemeteries, rights-of-way, earthen dams, 
parks and recreational areas and other non-residential institutional 
or industrial sites. 

a. When this product is used in athletic fields or parks, the 
applicator shall post a sign at entrances to the treated 
site containing the signal vlord DANGER/PELIGRO skull and 
crossbones, the words: DO NOT ENTER/NO ENTRE, FIELD NOT FOR 
USE, the name and EPA registration number of the fumigant, 
and a 24-hour emergency response number. Placards may be 
removed 2 days after the final treatment. 

b. When this product is used out-of-doors to a site other than 
an athletic field or park, the applicator shall post a sign 
at the application site containing the signal word 
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DANGER/PELIGRO skull and crossbones, the name and EPA 
registration number of the fumigant, and a 24-hour emergency 
response number. Signs may be removed 2 days after the 
final treatment. 

Document any burrows that open under or into occupied buildings, and 
do not apply to these burrows. In addition, check for any other 
source through which the gas may enter into occupied buildings as a 
result of application to burrows. If there is any way gas can move 
through pipes, conduits, etc. from burrows, do not treat these 
burrows. 

Prior to treating a rodent burrow, the applicator must provide the 
customer with a copy bf the Fumigation Management Plan. 

26.2 Application Directions for Control of Burrowing Pests 
For use by a certified applicator or person under their direct 
supervision and 0ho have been trained specifically for use of this 
product in burrowing pest control. 

Use application procedures appropriate to the type of burrow system 
being treated. DOSAGE RATES MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED UNDER ANY 
CIRCUMSTANCES. 

26.2.1 For species with open burrow systems: locate all entrances to 
each bUJ;'roN system. Treatment of more than one entrance in a 
system is often desirable as systems often overlap and are not 
defined. Treat all entrances except for those entrances you 
are sure connect to already treated entrances. Insert 2 to 4 
tablets or 10 to 20 pellets into each entrance to be treated. 
Use the lONer rates for smaller burrows and/or when soil 
moisture is high. Use higher rates for larger burrow systems 
and when soil moisture is relatively ION. Pack the treated 
entrance with crumpled paper and shovel soil to completely 
cover the paper. Using crumpled paper ~oJill prevent soil from 
covering the tablets or pellets and slowing down their action. 
Rocks, clods of soil, cardboard, etc. may also be used for 
this purpose. Be sure to seal all untreated entrances by 
shoveling and packing soil and/or sod to completely seal the 
opening. 

Inspect treated areas 1 or 2 days following treatment for 
signs of residual activity of target species. Treat all 
reopened burrows in the same manner prescribed above. 

THIS PRODUCT MUST NOT BE APPLIED INTO A BURROW SYSTEM THAT IS WITHIN 
100 FEET OF A BUILDING THAT IS, OR MAY BE, OCCUPIED BY HUMANS, AND/OR 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

26.2.2 For species with closed burrow systems: (pocket gophers and 
moles in some situations). Locate the main underground runway 
by probing vlith a smooth-sided rod 12 to 18 inches from a 
fresh mound. For pocket gophers, begin probing on the flat 
side of the mound. A sudden reduction in soil resistance to 
the probe indicates that the main rumoJay has been located. 
Once the main rum'iay is located, remove the probe and apply 2 
to 4 tablets or 10 to 20 pellets through the probe hole. 
Adjust treatment rate according to the level of soil moisture, 
using more pellets or tablets if the soil is relatively dry. 
Do not treat if soil is extremely dry or if there are no signs 
of recent gopher or mole activity. Make a tight seal to close 
probe hole by using a clod of soil or a sod plug to cover the 
hole or· by using the heel of your shoe to push sod and/or soil 
over the surface opening. If the probe hole is more than one 
inch in diameter, place crumpled paper in the hole before 
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closing it with soil and/or sod. Two days after treatment, 
you may check area for residual pest activity by poking holes 
in main runways of burrow systems, flagging holes and 
inspecting them two days later. You should retreat all 
reclosed systems, on both sides of the plug. 

THIS PRODUCT MUST NOT BE APPLIED INTO A BURROW SYSTEM THAT IS WITHIN 
100 FEET OF A BUILDING THAT IS, OR MAY BE, OCCUPIED BY HUMANS, AND/OR 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

26.3 Environmental Hazards 
This product is very highly toxic to wildlife. Non-target 
organisms exposed to phosphine gas ~vill be killed. Do not 
apply directly to\vater or \vetlands (s\vamps, bogs, marshes, and 
potholes). Do not contaminate water by cleaning of equipment or 
disposal of wastes. 

26.4 Endangered Species Restrictions 
The use of FUMITOXIN in a manner that may kill or othen-lise harm an 
endangered or th~eatened species or adversely modify their habitat is 
a violation of Federal laws. Before using this pesticide on range 
and/or pasture land you must obtain the PESTICIDE USE BULLETIN FOR 
PROTECTION OF ENDANGERED SPECIES for the county in which the product 
is to be used. The bulletin is available from your County Extension 
Agent, State Fish and Game Office, or your pesticide dealer. Use of 
this product in a manner inconsistent with the PESTICIDE USE BULLETIN 
FOR PROTECTION OF ENDANGERED SPECIES is a violation of Federal laws. 

Even if applicable county bulletins do not prohibit the use of 
this product at the intended site of application, you may not use 
this product for control of prairie dogs in the states of Arizona, 
Colorado, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, 
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah or Wyoming unless a pre-control 
survey has been conducted. Contact the nearest U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service Endangered Species Specialist to determine survey 
requirements in your area. This survey must be in compliance with 
the Black-Footed Ferret Survey Guidelines, developed by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and a determination must be made in accordance 
with the Guidelines that black-footed ferrets are not present iri the 
treatment area. 

CALIFORNIA (all endangered species) 
Fresno, lnyo, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, Monterey, San Benito, 
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Stanislaus and Tulare 

See the U.S. EPA Interim Measurers Bulletin for your county. To 
obtain a copy of the bulletin, contact your county agricultural 
commissioner or visit the following website: 
http://w\'/I'l.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/es/index.htm If there is no current 
bulletin available for your county, contact the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service office in Portland, OR, to determine whether 
there are endangered species that might be adversely affected by 
your proposed use of FUMITOXIN® and the steps you should take to 
mitigate any such risks. 

FLORIDA 
Statewide 

GEORGIA 
Appling, Atkinson, Bacon, Baker, Ben Hill, Bleckley, Berrien, 
Brantley, Brooks, Bryan, Bullock, Calhoun, Camden, Chandler, 
Charlton, Chatham, Clinch, Coffee, Colquitt, Cook, Crisp, Decatur, 
Dodge, Dooly, Dougherty, Early, Echols, Effingham, Emanuel, Evans, 
Glynn, Grady, Irwin, Jeff Davis, Jenkins, Johnson, Lanier, 

-
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Laurens, Lee, Liberty, Long, Lowndes, Macon, McCintosh, Miller, 
Mitchell, Montgomery, Pierce, Pulaski, Screven, Seminole, Telfair, 
Tattnall, Thomas, Tift, Toombs, Treutlen, Turner, Ware, Wayne, 
Wheeler, Wilcox and Worth. 

NEW MEXICO 
Hidalgo 

UTAH 
Bea~er, Garfiled, Iron, Kane, Piute, Sevier, Washington and Wayne 

WYOMING 
Albany 

26.4.1 Speoial Looal Restriotions 

1. NORTH CAROLINA 
FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets may only be used for control of 
rats and mice in the state of North Carolina. Use against 
other burrowing pests (not inseot pests) is not permitted. 

2. OKLAHOMA 
A special permit for black-tailed pra1r1e dog control by 
poisoning is required in Oklahoma. Contact the Oklahoma 
State Department of Wildlife Conservation to obtain this 
permit. 

3. WISCONSIN 
A state permit is required for use of pesticides in Wisconsin 
to Control small mammals, except rats or mice. Please 
contact your local Department of Natural Resources office for 
information. 

4. INDIANA 
Use of FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets for mole control is not 
legal in the state of Indiana. 

S. MISSOURI 
A state permit is required for use of pesticides in 
Missouri to control small mammals, except rats and mice. 
Please contact the Missouri Department of Conservation office 
for information. 

6. K1\NSAS 
A special permit for black-tailed prairie dog control by 
poisoning is required in Kansas. Contact the Kansas Fish 
and Game Commission to obtain this permit. 

7. CALIFORNIA 
Use of FUMITOXIN tablets and pellets for chipmunk control is 
not legal in the state of California. 

27. FUMI-SLEEVE DUST RETAINER METHOD OF FUMIGATION - Patent No. 4,579,417 & 
4,641,573 

The FUMI-SLEEVE Dust Retainer is a cotton sleeve designed to slip over 
the standard 1-1/4" PVC probe. Contact Degesch America, Inc. or Pestcon 
Systems, Inc. for more information regarding these sleeves. 

The presence of residual dust from FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets in 
treated ra,~ agricultural commodities normally presents no problems of 
toxicity or sanitation. Nevertheless, where it is specified that no 
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tablets or pellets can be placed directly into the commodity during 
fumigation, conduct the fumigation in the normal manner following the 
directions below: 

1. Determine the structure can be made sufficiently tight by 
sealing all vents, windows, cracks or other openings. 
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2. Determine if the structure is in an area Nhere leakage during 
fumigation or aeration would affect nearby Norkers or 
bystanders if concentrations were above the permitted exposure 
levels. 

3. Develop an appropriate Fumigation Management Plan. (Refer to 
Fumigation Management Plan guidelines.) 

4. Using the applicator's manual, determine the dosage and 
appropriate number of probings to be used. 

5. The FOMI-SLEEVE dust retainer is slipped over the standard 1-
1/4/1 PVC probe. 

6. The probe with dust retainer is then inserted into the 
commodity. 

7. As the probe is \~ithdrawn, leaving the dust retainer in the 
commodity, the appropriate number of tablets or pellets is 
poured into the probe. 

8. After the probe is completely removed, leaving the dust 
retainer containing the tablets or pellets in the commodity, 
tie off the top of the retention sleeve in a common overhand 
knot. If probing is not required, the closed sleeve may be 
placed on the surface of the commodity. 

9. Post the structure (ship hold, barge, container on the ship, 
railcar, other piggyback structure) with appropriate warning 
signs as well as a sign showing the number of FUMI-SLEEVE dust 
retainers used. 

10.On completion of fumigation remove all retainers from the 
treated commodity and transport in a well-ventilated container 
to the disposal site. 

11. Disposal 

a. The entire dust retainer and residue can be buried 
following disposal instructions found elsewhere in this 
manual. 

b. Or the residual dust may be emptied from the sleeve and 
disposed of according to instructions found under disposal 
instructions in Section 28.3 of this manual 

c. It is not recommended that you reuse the sleeve. 

28. DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS 

28.1 General 

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. 

Unreacted or partially reacted FUMITOXIN is acutely hazardous. 
Improper disposal of excess pesticide is a violation of Federal La, •. 
If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to applicator 
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manual instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental 
Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest 
EPA Regional Office for guidance. For specific instructions, see 
Section 29 of this manual, Spill and Leak Procedures. 

Some local and state waste disposal regulations may vary from 
these general recommendations. Disposal procedures should be 
reviewed with appropriate authorities to ensure compliance with local 
regulations. Contact your state Pesticide or Environmental Control 
Agency .or Hazardous Waste Specialist at the nearest EPA Regional 
Office for guidan.ce. 

The aluminum flasks are non-refillable containers. Do not reuse or 
refill aluminum flasks. Offer for recycling, if available. Triple 
rinse flasks and stoppers with water. They may then be recycled or 
reconditioned, or punctured and disposed of in a sanitary landfill, 
or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. 
Rinsate may be disposed of in a sanitary landfill by pouring it out 
onto the ground or by other approved procedures. It is also 
permissible to remove lids and expose empty flasks to atmospheric 
conditions until residue in the flasks is reacted. In this case, 
puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill or other approved 
site, or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. 

If properly exposed, the residual dust remaining after a fumigation 
with FUMITOXIN will be a grayish-white powder. This "lill be a 
non-hazardous waste and contain only a small amount of unreacted 
aluminum phosphide. However, residual dust from incompletely exposed 
FUMITOXIN, (so called "green dust") requires special care. 

28.2 Directions for Deactivation of Partially Spent Residual Dust 
from FUMITOXIN 

Partially spent dust must be deactivated further prior to 
ultimate disposal. This is especially true in cases of incomplete 
exposure that has resulted in so-called "green dust" or following a 
fumigation that has produced large quantities of partially spent 
material. 

Residual dust from FUMITOXIN may be deactivated as follows using the 
"Wet Method. 11 

Deactivating solution is prepared by adding the appropriate 
amount of low sudsing detergent or surface-active agent to water in a 
drum or other suitable container. A 2% solution (or 4 cups in 30 
gallons) of detergent is suggested~ The container should be filled 
with deactivating solution to within a few inches of the top. 
Residual dust is poured slO\vly into the deactivating solution 
and stirred so as to thoroughly wet all of the particles. This 
should be done in the open air and not in the fumigated structure. 
Dust from FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets should be mixed into no less 
than about 10 gallons of water-detergent solution for each case of 
material used. Wear appropriate respiratory protection during wet 
deactivation of partially spent dust. Do not cover the container 
being used for \',et deactivation. 

Dispose of the deactivated dust-water suspension, with or 
lVithout preliminary decanting, at a sanitary landfill or other 
suitable site approved by local authorities. Where permissible, the 
slurry may be poured out onto the ground. If the slurry has been 
held for 36 hours or more, it may be poured into a storm selVer. 

Caution: Wear a NIOSH/MSHA approved full-face gas mask - phosphine 
canister combination if exposed to levels between 0.3 ppm to 
15 ppm or a Self~Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) if exposure is 

4\ 
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unknown or above 15 ppm during \~et deactivation of partially spent 
material. Do not cover the container being used for wet deactivation. 
Do not dispose of FUMITOXIN dust in a toilet. 

Residual dust from FOMITOXIN may also be deactivated as follows 
using the "Dry Method." 

Extension of the fumigation period is the simplest method for 
further deactivation of "green" or partially spent dust prior to 
ultimate disposal. 

Small amounts of partially spent dust, from 2 to 3 kg (4 to 7 
lbs.) may be further deactivated by storage in a l~gallon bucket. 
Larger amounts of dust (about 11 kg or 25 Ibs.) may be held for 
deactivation ~n porous cloth bags (burlap, cotton, etc.). Caution: 
Transport these bags in open vehicles. Do not pile up the bags. Do 
not store "green dust" in bags. 

28.3 Directions for Disposal of Residual Dust from FUMITOXIN 
Confinement of partially spent residual dust (as in a closed 
container) or cdllection and storage of large quantities of dust may 
result in a fire hazard. Small amounts of phosphine may be given off 
from unreacted aluminum phosphide and confinement of the gas may 
result in a flash. 

In open areas, small amounts of residual dust up to about 5 to 
8 kg may be disposed of on site by burial or by spreading over the 
land surface aNay from inhabited buildings. 

Spent residual dust from FUMITOXIN may also be collected and 
disposed of at a sanitary landfill, incinerator or other approved 
sites or by other procedures approved by Federal, State or Local 
authorities. "Green dust" must be further deactivated before 
disposal at a landfill. 

From 2 to 3 kg (4 to 7 Ibs.) of spent dust from 2 to 3 flasks of 
FUMITOXIN may be collected for disposal in a 1-gallon bucket. Larger 
amounts, up to about one-half case, may be collected in burlap, 
cotton or other types of porous cloth bags for transportation in an 
open vehicle to the disposal site. Do not collect dust from more 
than 7 flasks of tablets or 10 flasks of pellets (about 11 kg or 25 
Ibs.) in a single bag. Do not pile cloth bags together. Do not use 
this method for partially spent or "green" dust. Caution: Do not 
collect dust in large drums, dumpsters, plastic bags or other 
containers where confinement may ocour. 

29. SPILL AND LEAK PROCEDURES 

29.1 General Precautions and Directions 
A spill, other than incidental to application or normal handling, may 
produce high levels of gas and, therefore; attending personnel must 
\'lear SCBA or its equivalent when the concentration of phosphine gas 
is unknown. Other NIOSH/MSHA approved respiratory protection may be 
worn if the concentration is known. Do not use Nater at any time. to 
clean up a spill· of FUMITOXIN. Water in contact \'lith unreacted 
tablets or pellets will greatly accelerate the production of 
phosphine gas that could result in a toxic and/or fire hazard. Wear 
dry gloves of cotton or other material \'1hen handling aluminum 
phosphide. 

Return all intact aluminum flasks to fiberboard cases or other 
suitable packaging which has been properly marked according to 
DOT regulations. Notify consignee and shipper of damaged cases. 
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If aluminum flasks have been punctured or damaged so as to leak, the 
container may be temporarily repaireq with aluminum tape or the 
FUMITOXIN may be transferred from the damaged flask to a sound metal 
container \'Ihich should be sealed and properly labeled as aluminum 
phosphide. Transport the damaged containers to an area suitable for 
pesticide storage for inspection. Further instructions and 
recommendations may be obtained, if required, from DEGESCH America, 
Inc. or Pestcon Systems, Inc. 

If a spill has occurred which is only a few minutes old, collect the 
tablets and pellets. If they are intact, place them back into the 
original flasks and stopper tightly. Place the collected tablets and 
pellets in a sound metal container if the original flasks are 
damaged. Caution: these flasks may flash upon opening at some later 
time. 

If the age of the spill is unknown or if the tablets and pellets have 
been contaminated with soil, debris, water, etc., gather up the 
spillage and place it into small open buckets having a capacity no 
larger than about 1 gallon. bo not add more than about one flask of 
spilled material, 1 to 1.5 kg (2 to 3 lbs.), to the bucket. If 
on-site wet deactivation is not feasible, these open containers 
should be transported in open vehicles to a suitable area. Wet 
deactivation may then be carried out as described in 29.2. 
Alternatively, small amounts of spillage from 4 to 5 flasks (4 to 8 
kg, 9 to 18 lbs.) may be spread out in an open area away from 
inhabited buildings to be deactivated by atmospheric moisture. 

29.2 Directions for Deaotivation by the Wet Method 
If the contaminated material is not to be held until completely 
reacted by exposure to atmospheric moisture, deactivate the product 
by the "\'iet Method" as follows: 

Deactivating solution is prepared by adding low sudsing detergent or 
surface-active agent to water in a drum or other suitable container. 
A 2% solution or 4 cups in 30 gallons is suggested. The container 
should be filled with deactivating solution to within a few inches of 
the top. 

The tablets or pellets should be poured slowly into the deactivating 
solution and stirred so as to thoroughly wet all of theFUMITOXIN. 
This should be done in the open air. FUMITOXIN tablets or pellets 
should be mixed into no less than about 15 gallons of water-detergent 
solution for each case of material. Wear appropriate respiratory 
protection' during wet deactivation. 

Allow the mixture to stand, with occasional stirring, for about 
36 hours. The resultant slurry will then be safe for disposal. 
Dispose of the slurry of deactivated material, with or without 
preliminary decanting, at a sanitary landfill or other suitable site 
approved by local authorities. Where permissible, this slurry may be 
poured into a storm sewer or out onto the ground. 

Caution: If \'iorker protection standards will be exceeded during wet 
deactivation of unexposed or incompletely exposed FUM I TOXIN, 
NIOSH/MSHA approved respiratory protection must be \wrn. Wear a 
full-face gas mask - phosphine canister combination if exposed to 
levels between 0.3 ppm to 15 ppm or a Self-Contained Breathing 
Apparatus {SCBA} if exposure is unknO\'/O or above 15 ppm. 
Never place pellets, tablets, or dust in a closed container such as a 
dumpster, sealed drum, plastic bag, etc., as flammable concentrations 
and a flash of phosphine gas are likely to develop. 
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FOR ASSISTANCE, CONTACT: DEGESCH AMERICA, INC. 
153 Triangle Drive 
Weyers Cave, VA 24486 USA 
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Telephone: (540) 234-9281/1-800-330-2525 
Fax: (540) 234-8225 
Internet: \-IVIVI. degeschamerica. com 
E-Mail: degesch@degeschamerica.com 

or 

PESTCON SYSTEMS, INC. 
1808 FIRESTONE PARKWAY 
WILSON, NC 27893-7991 
Tel.: (252) 237-7923/1-800-548-2778 
Fax: (252)243-1832 
Internet: WI'I\~. pestcon. com 

or 

For Human or Animal Medical Emergencies: PROSAR: 800-308-4856 
800-424-9300 For All Other Chemical Emergencies: CHEMTREC: 

AS TO ~IRE HAZARD ONLY WHEN USED SPECIFICALLY AS DIRECTED IN THE 
INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS CONTAINER, AND SUPPLEMENTAL LABELING. FUMITOXIN® 
TABLETS ARE NONCOMBUSTIBLE BUT EXPOSURE TO MOIST AIR OR WATER RELEASES 
"FLAMMABLE AND TOXIC PHOSPHINE GAS". SPONTANEOUS IGNITION MAY RESULT IF 
CONTRACTED BY WATER, ACIDS, OR CHEMICALS. 994P. 

AS TO FIRE HAZARD ONLY WHEN USED SPECIFICALLY AS DIRECTED IN THE 
INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS CONTAINER, AND SUPPLEMENTAL LABELING. FUMITOXIN® 
PELLETS ARE NONCOMBUSTIBLE BUT EXPOSURE TO MOIST AIR OR WATER RELEASES 
"FLAMMABLE AND TOXIC PHOSPHINE GAS". SPONTANEOUS IGNITION MAY RESULT IF 
CONTRACTED BY WATER, ACIDS, OR CHEMICALS. 994P. 


